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the San Jose Planning 
Commission's decision 
Tuesday  to 
defer action on the 
university's  re-
quest  to close San Carlos Street. 
"We are hopeful 
that
 the swing 
votes on the commission will tip the 
balance in the direction we would like 
it to go," said Dick 
Staley.
 SJSU di-
rector of public information. 
The 
planning  commission de-
ferred action to next 
Wednesday,  on 
the first 
















think it is going
 to be de-
cided by 
the  city 
council,












 that if the 
commis-
sion votes
























 how can you 










By David Wenstrom 
Daily staff 
writer  
Round two of the San
 Jose Plan-
ning 
Commission  on the closure 
of
 
San  Carlos Street 




 night but 
Associated Stu-
dents 
President  Erin O'Doherty
 
hasn't
 given up hope for









 3-3 vole on an 
amendment to 




campus  from 
San Jose's












































































































aid policies a cam-
pus 
committee is being 
set up to 
encourage
 students to lobby
 con-
gressmen should 
federal  aid legis-
lation be 













Services  is 



























 to get 
interested 





New federal financial aid leg-










 an automatic 
one-year 
extension  from 
the  cur-
rent 





























campus, does not have any control 
over federal financial aid (Pell 
Grants). 
"The  question is, can we 
get enough interested students in-
volved to launch
 an effective let-
ter writing campaign," O'Doherty 
said. 
Ryan plans to provide infor-
mation to O'Doherty's perspective 
committee, once he gets the 
draft 
of the bill. He also plans to mon-
itor the House and Senate pack-
ages and provide input to Con-
gress
 regarding student response 
and possible consequences 
for stu-
dents
 who will be restricted by 
new eligibilly 
requirements.  
The House Post -secondary 
Education
 Committee, headed by 
Congressman William Ford, D -
Michigan, has been traveling 
around the country for 
the last 
five months to various 
colleges  
and has been holding hearings to 
evaluate the impact 
of
 the current 
federal financial aid 
statute.  
Their proposal will be sent to 
Ryan in approximately one 
month. The Senate Subcommittee 
on Education, Arts and Humani-
ties
 began hearings last month but 
their 







the  commission's support 
unresolved. Commissioner
 Tim Star -
bird 
abstained
 because he had not 
read an SJSU environmental 
impact  
report regarding the closure. 
The commission is scheduled
 to 
vote on the amendment 'again next 
Wednesday. The 
commission's vote 
is an advisory vote to the city council.
 
The city council 
is scheduled to mak. 
the final vote on the closure Nov. 7 
(('Doherty  said she was 















watch  REC  
If  T'y rime van 1 louy dunk 
Daily 
staff  writer 
The six vacant seats on the Student Union Board of 
Directors were filled at the board's second meeting Tues-
day and three of the new 
student
 members said they 
joined because of concerns about the soon -to-be -built Rec-
reation and EvenLs Center. 
New member  Marcus Aiu said after the meeting that 
he felt having
 three student 
referendums
 to approve the 
Rec Center was
 in "bad taste, 
and 
I 
it wasn't quite 
legal."
 
The center was approved in 
the first student vote 
(considered advisory
 ) held by SUBOD in spring 1982. The 




made  by the 
"Committee 





dent Larry Dougherty. 
The committee pushed 
for the second
 vole in 
the same 
semester, 
which  rejected the cen-






room survey presenting 
four kinds
 of centers 
and asking students 
which 
center  they pre-
ferred.  SUBOD held a 
third student 
vote in November 1984, in which the center 
was approved 2,6261n 2,515. 
"Anything can get passed over a period of time,"
 Aiu 
said. 
The center, scheduled 
for  completion in summer 1988, 
will feature a 4,650 -seal
 basketball court, racquetball 
courts and a 
swimming  pool. The events center 
will be lo-
cated on the ROTC field. at San Carlos and
 Eighth streets 
continued  on 
page 4 








interest in the 























the campus ski and camping 
equip-
ment rental 
store,  is having financial 
problems.
 
The  1976 A.S. Board 
of Directors 
founded the store, 
hoping for it to 
eventually become









variety  of reasons, 
this  
hasn't 
happened."  said 
Penny Terry. 










the next month 
in 
meetings  with 
Lenart,






Miramontes.  They 
will discuss
 AS's options for 
Earth  
Toys  which include 
increasing A.S. 
funding, locating
 alternative funding, 
or closing the 
store.  
"The question for A.S.," Terry 
said, "is
 do they want it (Earth Toys) 
to be a service or do they expect




decrease in funding al-
locations from 
A.S. and the unpre-
dictability of the
 quality of ski sea-
sons are major 
factors
 in Earth Toys' 
Inability to become 
self-sufficient.  
A.S.  funding 
allocations  for 
Earth Toys have 
decreased
 steadily 
in the past few 
ycnrs  in an effort to 
try
 to get the store to be more self -
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ii be5'0111111g  predictable 
The United States is now in 
the  midst of a right-wing 
revival. People
 with socialistic opinions,
 unpatriotic atti-
tudes, and 
non-Christian  values are once again 
beginning 
to feel the pressure to conform or 
go somewhere else. 
It's almost as if we're doomed 
to repeat unpleasant 
history. 
After World War II. the most 
devastating war the 
world had seen, 
people  were shattered, 
scared  and 
needed reassurance that the values
 that they had been 
brought up with 
were correct. There was a God
 and he 
loved America. 
In the 
'50s things became very tight and reformed. 
Very  little deviance was tolerated. Church on 
Sunday  was 
part 











with nonconformist views. No 
one wanted to hear 
that the American way 
might  not be the best way. 
The result of 
the conservative '50s 
was,
 to the dismay 
of 
many,  the '605. The 
pendulum  swung to the 
left. The 
well-behaved 
children  of the '50s 
turned  out to be drug
-
taking,  bra -burning, 
anti-establishment  
liberals.  Black 
people rioted
 in urban ghettos. 
Everyone
 slopped shav-
ing. It was 
certain  the wave of the future
 was communes. 
The
 
signifieance of the 'fats
 





Monday.  Palestinian 
terrorists  seized 
control
 of the 
Italian  cruise liner Achille 
Loom with more than 400 
pas-
sengers  and crew
 aboard, 12 








 New York, 
may  have been 




 ended early 
Wednesday 
without
 further loss of 
life,  the Palestinian 
thugs  shouldn't 
be forgotten and
 allowed to blend 
back
 into the crowd. 
In the relief 
over
 the end of the ordeal,
 it's easy to be 
thankful
 that more bloodshed
 didn't take place. After
 all, 
perhaps only one 
person was killed, while 
more than  400 
lived. 
The hijackers are really nice
 people, aren't they? 
These
 thugs deprived fellow human
 beings of their 
freedom
 for more than 48 hours 





ened many of them with murder
 at one time or another. 
This crime must not be 
forgotten.  
Fortunately, their demands
 for the release of 50 com-
rades jailed in Israel weren't 
met.
 But a stronger mes-
sage must he sent if the 
recent increase in worldwide ter-
rorism is to be stopped. 
Since 52 Americans were taken 
hostage  in Iran in 
1979, terrorist 
acts  have become more and more common. 
Recent examples are 
the  hijacking of a TWA flight 
out of Athens. 
Greece  earlier this year and the 
random  
kidnapping of seven Americans
 in Beirut, Lebanon over 
the past few 
years  
Diplomat William Buckley 
one  of the seven. was 
preliended. Much
 ow, accomplished 
III the name (il equal-
ity and civil rights. 
The impact of the 
Us filtered into the '70s.
 For the 
most part, 
the '70s showed us that women
 who were not 
only
 sexual but 
aggressively
 so. A small 
revolution  in 
Iowa city
 led to the gay liberation
 movement. People 
were more permissive and
 open to things in general. 
During
 the  late part of the '70s,
 however, the world 
situation became 
more frightening. People 
realized that 
nuclear 
war was not one that could 
be won. The economy 
lagged. Herpes became 
widespread and physicians 
no-
ticed that gay men
 were suffering and dying 
from dis-
eases due to an inept immune system.
 People wanted 
quick,  easy solutions. The 
white,  ultra -right-wing funda-
mentalists 
crawled
 out from the Deep South and 
began re -
informing us of sin and damnation. 
With Ronald Reagan. Jerry Falwell, AIDS, and a gen-
eral resurrection of militant patriotism, the pendulum 
has swung back to the right, as part of a somewhat predic-
table  pattern. 
This time, however,
 it is hard to be objective 
about it 
This is my time. These are
 my years. It's hard to be a ha 
monist in 
a land of Bible thumpers, 
the  AIA. and yuppies. 
I am not without 
faith  that intelligent people 
will 
again come forth and 
cleanse
 the government of its 
cur-
rent 
attitudes.  Science will 
continue  to pinpoint the 
innac-
curacies  of the Bible and we 
will  stop trying to take the 
book as the 
absolute  truth. 
But I am 
worried about the time 
between  then and 
now.
 What horrors will 
ultimately  be the  result 
of this fa-
naticism? How 
many great thinkers will be 
silenced this 
time? How many great 
books  will be pulled from 
shelves
 
or never published? 
How  many repressed 
individuals  will 
it take
 for another social revolution? How 
many people 
will never get the chance to 
say  what's on their minds? 
I am tired 




 me' on campus, 
distributing
 little fliers and 
asking me whether I'm 




how close Hell really is 
to us. Considering 
the 
current
 state of thought in 
this country, we might 
not  
even  have to die 
to get there 
ng of 
terrorism  
killed  late last week, according
 to sources in Beirut. 
In the case of the 
TWA hijacking, 
President  Reagan 
and other 
government
 officials made 
vague references to 
retaliation, but no action 
was  taken following the release 
of the hostages 
to Syria. 
In the past  most
 recently in the hijacking
 of the 






 hijackers, who, like 
their comrades 
aboard the Achille 
Lauro,
 demanded the release
 of Pales-
tinians
 imprisoned in Israel, 
got their wish. 
Though 
threatened with 




Unfortunately,  the same 
cannot be said for 
Robert Steedham, 
the Marine who was 
brutally  beaten to 
death by the terrorists. 
The lesson to be learned 




around  the world is that 




 pay off. 
It's 
time to resist and battle
 against these forces 
of
 
aggression instead of 
caving  in to their endless 
demands. 
If they get 
what  they want out 
of incidents such 
as
 the 
Achille Lauro hijacking, 
they'll  be back for more. 
What will It be 
next time? A busload
 of schoolchildren 
in exchange




these  brave soldiers
 will overtakes 
convent  of nuns? 
An example must 
be made of these 
terrorists  or the 
violence and 
terror  will continue
 unabated into 
the  dim fu-
ture.  
In the 
past,  terrorists 
have  been able to 
act with im-
punity. This must stop. 
Ideally, the punishment
 would be meted 
out by inter-
national 
courts.  But this may
 not be possible 
since inter-
national  law often 





 of the terrorists 
hide
 out. 
More direct action 
may be required. Most
 reasonable 
people
 abhor violence, but 
unfortunately, it's 
necessary  to 
deal 
with  these criminals on  
their  level. In other words,
 
when they are 
positively identified 
as the culprits, they
 
should be killed. 
Israel  has followed 
this policy and is 
amazingly  free 
of terrorism.




 moving against the
 United States, 
hoping  that, as 
a friend of Israel,
 we can influence them. 
We should follow the Israeli example. 
Otherwise,  




 to come. 















Why does our government refuse to accept women as 
humans capable of handling responsibility within its mili-
tary? Women have only been allowed in military acade-
mies since 1976. 
Does that make women novices in that 
field? Lt. Robert Kelly once said,"Where they (women) 
go, and what 
they do, will in many ways measure the mili-
tary's success at integrating and promoting women. 
Many things 
must
 be brought to 




realizes  that not only 
men are required to 
regis-






 and nurses, 
must sign up. 
Women  will be 
put near 
the front lines
 to  help the 
wounded,  work 
with  commu-
nications  and provide
 transportation. 




 ruling, these 
women will not 
be trained 
to use 
weapons,  or be 
issued
 them. Why 




Three  women 
are
 Air Force 








women aren't doing us 
much good miles from 
their 
troops. Why 
does  the military even allow 
women in such 
high  positions? Is it to keep them 
happy so that they don't 
make  waves and try to 
upset





 it's the 

















 could lead 
in combat,
 but she 










 are you 
trying  to 
kid?
 Let's try 
to 
give
 women a 



























 23-27) so 
successful.
 There has











about  AIDS, yet 
blood 
usage  has 
remained











your  continued 





 of the 
many
 patients 
who  have 
benefitted
 
from your generosity, 
we
 say, "Thank you." 
This fall's 
blood  drive exceeded 





 of whom 392 
were  able to 
be donors. 
Thanks 
also  to the Arnold 













Letter  Policy 
All 
letters
 must bear 
the writer's name, signature. 
major, phone number and 
class standing Phone num 
bers and anonymous letters 
will not be printed.
 
Deliver letters to the 
Daily 
office, on the second 
floor





 the informa 
ton
 




reserves  the 
right to edit 












writer and not 
necessarily  the 
opinion 







 on this 
page













 readers to 
write  let 
tars.  






The American Dream 
AFOREIGN
 TONGUE SLOSHED its way into 
Scott's ear  interrupting a dream he would 
have regretted completing  and waking 
him up to a seemingly average day. 
Mouse,  the family cat, was 
standing  on Scott's 
pillow, staring at the 
open
 Playboy his master had 
fallen asleep 
with.  Perturbed by the rude 
greeting.
 
Scott  reached over and pushed 
the
 tabby over the 
edge of his bed onto a 
pile  of three -week-old clothes. 
"Get  out of here, Mouse," Scott grumbled. "You 
didn't feel like it when I 
was in the mood last night." 
Another long night of pursuing the American 
Dream had led to 
10 hours of sleep deep enough to 
dwarf the Grand Canyon. Scott was an inventor. He 
had spent all 25 of his 
years  working on the ultimate 
product  the product that would make him rich 
enough to owns swimming pool full of Stroh's.
 
Night  after night, Scott burned the midnight oil. 
And the one o'clock oil, and the  two o'clock
 oil . . . 
But 
he
 knew one day the inspiration would come. He 
could feel it in his bones, mingling with his marrow 
like a lonely brush salesman in a singles bar. 
Scott looked at his 
cat:
 "You know, Mouse, I'm 
going to make it. 
I'm going to make it big." 
The sound of an electric razor signaled that 
Scott's sister was up, ready to greet her brother with 
a rough kiss on the cheek. 
"Scotty, will you feed my fish today?" Sally 
yelled. "The big one likes pancakes. There's some 
Bisquick in 
the cupboard." 
"Yeah, yeah," he responded. 
Scott headed 
into
 the bathroom to brush his 
teeth, but he took one step too many. Someone
 had 
clogged the toilet the night
 before, and he was 
standing on a layer of silty water. 
He mumbled some 
obscenities  to himself, then 
reached for a towel. But bending down to clean up 
the mess, the inspiration came to him. 
There, majestically floating in a pool of sewage, 
was a slab of solid waste.
 Sure, it didn't smell good, 
but the only thing Scott was smelling was money
  
lots of money. 
He was hit with the idea of a  lifetime. 
Scott slid over to his desk and 
began scribbling 
notes. There were drawings, ad slogans, 
computations and
 doodlings. But the key was 
the 
name of his invention, 
which  stood boldly at the top 
of the page: Log '0 Corn. 
The name 
said
 it all. Scott was ready
 to mass-
produce a candy bar
 that would sweep the 
country 
like a convention of janitors. 
HE
 KNEW THE PUBLIC 
would  take a bite at 
the idea, and keep 
coming back for more. 
His eyes 
gleemed
 at the thought 
of quarters, 
dimes and nickles gliding




reckless  abandon. 
Logo Corn's simplicity
 was astounding 
 it 
was
 perfect. Milk 




-brown  and dark
-brown  
variations.  Then it 
would  be sprinkled 
with tiny nuts 
and sprayed with 
a light coating of 
watery  
scrambled
 eggs. The final
 step would be 
rolling  it 
over
 a bed of candy










 money from 
the  local bank 
to
 market his 
candy 
bar,
 using his 






 the grocery 
store shelves,
 Log '0 
Corn's
 initial batch 
was sold out. 








































Leonard Hoops is the assistant forum 
editor  and he 











































































































































































Theatre Arts offers $100 to winner 
to read, 
understanding of the 
au-
thor's intent, interpretative skills
 and 
sticking to the time limit 
of
 five to 
eight  minutes. 
Selover said 
oral interpretation 
is something everyone does. "We do 
it all the time. If I were
 to read an ar-
ticle to you from the newspaper, 
you'd know how I felt about it by the 
tone 
of




quote of Ronald Reagan, you'd know 











wide  range, he 
said.  Previous se-
lections
 include "The 
Oblong  Box," 
by Edgar 
Allen  Poe, and 
"Even  Cow-
girls Get the 
Blues." by Tom 
Rob-
bins.  Sudanya Kirk,








coordinator  of the 
contest,
 Se -
lover said his 
responsibility  is to or-
ganize 






a first year mas-
ter's of fine arts student in 
directing, 
received
 a $500 award 
for his role as 
Fellow 
The 
award,  he said, is 
only part 
of the reason he 
wanted the 
fellowship.
 "People in the drama de-
partment aren't exposed to 
oral in-
terpretation now. It is a really
 valu-
able 
source  of things not usually 
considered  for theater  
you have a 
larger 
volume




Selover said he plans 
to hold 
workshops in reader's theater, taking 
a non -dramatic piece 
and  adapting it 
for the stage. 
Although the Theatre Arts De-
partment doesn't offer classes in oral 
interpretation now,
 it wants to hire 
























 of Your Weight and Your 
Well -Being," and "Taking Charge of 
Your Smoking," will be on campus 
Saturday
 as part of the Health and 
Fitness Workshop being 
offered 
through Continued Education. 











































true, but you've 
also  got to 
believe you can do it. 
"There are 











 to reveal 
these  things." 
Nash's 
"Taking  Charge of 
Your  
Weight 
and Well Being" 




 the Bay Area. It is 
a guide for 
health  professionals to use
 
in their
 clinics and weight 
hiss  pro-
grams and has 




 centers, the 






























"It's easy fora  lot 
of people to sit 
back and 
say 'Gee, one of these days 
I'll get busy 
and do some of these 
things I've always
 wanted to do,' " 
Nash
 said. "A lot of people 
start 
things and then stop 
halfway.  There 
are certain tricks to getting things 




 Health and Fitness 
Workshop was organized by Carol 
Christensen, associate
 professor of 
human performance, and Kathryn 
Sucher, from 
the Nutrition and Food 
Science Department, who are also 
the 
coordinators  of the Whole Body 




"The workshop this Saturday is 
designed for the 
community  in gen-
eral," Christensen said. The pro-
ceeds 
will  go to the Whole Body 
Health Program. 
There 


























































information  contact 
SJSU 
Continuing  Education. by Octo-








 (API  The No-




from subscribers in 
California




 of a woman guard
 
by inmates,










 material in terms 
of
 the security 
of the 
institution"  and asked the 
at-
torney general's office
 to review the 
issue for 
a possible ban, said 
spokes-
man  Don 
Rasmussen.  
The rinwit7ine 
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been confiscated in a letter from a 
Kentucky inmate but has not decided 
whether to take any 
action in re-
sponse, said Tim Conaway, executive 
editor.
 
"It just seems like
 it's no differ-
ent to things that have happened 
to 
Hustler magazine in the past," he 
said. "We
 don't intend lo 
ignore
 this 
kind of thing, but on the 
other hand as 
1 say it comes as no surprise." 
State law permits the depart-
ment to restrict a prisoner's civil 


















































































and  10 at 
the 
women's  




no figure for the total
 number of mag-
azines mailed to the state's 48,000 in-
mates. 
White anticipates a prisoner 
rights or civil liberties group will 
fight a ban, but he said the officers' 
association would consider seeking a 




 is that the attorney 
general will probably come back with 
the opinion that the magazine has to 
be distributed," said Paul Comiskey.
 
counsel for the 













doch yesterday IIDOUlleed a 
sweep-
ing reorganization of his television 
and film studio 
holdings,
 including 
the formation of a new television net-
work.
 
There has been 
widespead specu-
lation 
for months that 
Australian -
born Murdoch, 
now  an American 
citi-
zen based in New York, 
was seeking 
to build 
a new network to compete 
with the three
 majors. 
At mid -year, 




considering  Irving 
to 
torin his own network. At the time, 
indicated
 his strategy would be to 
pursue younger, more affluent and 
more sophisticated viewers. 
He suggested his prospective au-
dience would be people more likely to 
read his trendy New York magazine 
than buy
 his Star tabloid. 
In May, he agreed to pay $1.55 
billion to buy six TV stations from 
Metromedia Inc., and last month he 
purchased the second half of 20th 
Century Fox Film Corp. from Denver 
oilman Marvin Davis for $225 million. 
Murdoch bought the first









































Road,  Los Gatos 
(17 South Ixit to 
Lark Turn right 









































































































Ownership of Fox as well as 
stations would give Murdoch control 




















Inc.,  the 
parent  ot 
20th Century Fox,  
Asian 








Gloria  J. 
Delueaski
 
Daily staff miter 
An opera singer 
from main. 
land China will be performing in a 
graduate 
recital on Friday. 
Mezzo-soprano 
Amy  Cheng will be 










"We've not had mezzos
 of this 
quality I at
 SJSUI for some
 time 
Amy has more 
potential
 than I've 
heard in a 
long time." 
Via the recital, 
Cheng's intro-
duction to the 
Music  Department 
and the 
university,  she said 
she is 
hoping she will be offered 
a schol-
arship to SJSU. 
Cheng will be 





 Brahms, Rossini, 
Martini  
and Lehar. She
 also will be singing 
two Chinese songs. 
After  declining 
scholarships  
to four universities in the United 
States, Cheng 
selected SJSU for 
her graduate work. 
Other univer-
sities offered Cheng the
 schol-
arships on the strength of 
cassette 
tapes
 of her voice, Nilsson said. 
Cheng said she chose SJSU be-
cause
 it is reputed to have 
a good 
music 
department.  Willamette 
University in 
Oregon,  one of the 
universities offering Cheng a 
scholarship, 
is not, she said. 
Cheng is studying at SJSU 
with 




den, England. this semester.
 She 
is planning on 
being  a full-time 
graduate student
 in the spring. 
she said. 
"Amy has
 a natural voice 
which developed very quickly," 




she wouldn't be this skilled 
after just six 
years  of training, he 
said. 
Yet, upon completion
 of her 
studies 
here, she will be 
"only 
ready  to audition," 
Nilsson  said. 
Cheng said she may audition 
and continue her 
studying  in Eu-
rope, probably in Germany, 





 a minor 
position  in an 
opera
 house 












































not have enough opera houses that 
feature new singers, he said. 
Cheng  is studying 
Western 
opera  a 
different  form of opera 
than is performed 
in her native 
China, she said. But 
the Chinese 
may be adapting. 
"There is more interest now 
in China for Western opera," Nils-
son said. "In 10 years 
it may be 
possible  for her to go back." 
Although Cheng said
 she can 
stay here if she 
wants  to, she 
hasn't decided where she'd
 like to 
live when her studying is finished. 
"If I'm 
very




for my country. My 
opera house really wants me 
to 
come  back. They think I'm very 
good." 
In April, Cheng won second 
place in the Chinese Voice Compe-
tition in San Francisco. She also is 
getting experience by performing 
in her uncle's restaurant, Hai 
Yuan, 
in Sunnyvale. She sings 
American and Chinese popular 
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continued from page I 
staffs,
 as well as the ('ommission,  
stacked against it 
These two staffs have 
already 
said they oppose the closure 
He said that alignment could 
make it difficult to get the 
request 
past the city council 
The university is scheduled to 
take its request before the city coun-
cil Nov. 7. 
San Carlos Street is designated in 
San Jose's General Plan as a major 
collector, and this designation must 





going to be decided 
by 
the  city 
council,
 






 Dick Staley, 
SJSU spokesman 
amendment  before the street can be 
closed. 
A major 
collector  is a street that 
is from 60 to 90 feet wide that is 
used 
by through 
traffic  and for access to 
residential streets. 
The commission split 3-3 on a 
first motion, with 
Commissioner  Tim 
Starbird abstaining. 
Starbird  said he 
had not yet read 
the Environmental 
Impact Report submitted
 by the uni-
versity. 
The 
commission  then passed a 
motion to defer any action on SJSU's 




to read the report. 
Commissioner Charles Reed, 
who voted in 
support
 of the request, 
said, "San
 Jose State University is a 
major 
asset  to the city of San Jose 
and the downtown area, and the city 
should do what it can to preserve the 
university as 
a major asset. 
"We should take the first 
step 
and let 
the university move ahead 
with trying to make the 
project  a 
reality." 
"We must promote 
the continuity 
of the 
university,"  Commissioner 
Franklin 
West  said. 






 commission heard 
statements from April 






Erin O'Doherty, Associated Students 
President; and Timothy 
Smalls, 
Inter
-Residence  Halls Association 
president. 
Roy Young,
 SJSU Academic Sen 
ate chairman: Marty Schutter. direc 
tor of Disabled Services; and Susan 
Downer, a blind SJSU English
 be
 
turer, also made statements. 
Halberstadt, representing the 
community 
association,  made a short 
statement against the closure of San 
Carlos Street, citing probable in-
creases in nieghborhood traffic. 
Halberstadt suggested that alter-
native 
methods  for alleviating the 
safety problems on San Carlos Street 
be investigated. 
West asked her if she had an al-
ternative in mind. 
She  said she did 
not. 
O'Doherty said closure of San 
Carlos Street is the best possible solu-
tion to the safety problem. 
"This is something students have 
been waiting for for a long time," 
O'Doherty 
said. 
Downer said that as a disabled 
person, it 
has  been, ". . . a difficult 
crossing many, many times for me." 
It 
is dangerous crossing the inter-
section of San Carlos and Seventh 
streets when one doesn't know when 
the light is green, Downer said, add-







continued from page I 
and the pool 
will  be located across 
San Carlos Street. 
"I would probably say 
the 
first vote should 
have been the 
last," said student SUBOD mem-
ber Susan Chargin after the meet-
ing.
 
S.U. Director Ron 
Barrett  
said after the meeting that there 
was a 
third  vote because SCROD 
felt after the second vote "there 
was
 a substantial amount of 
money already invested in the 
project land) they could alter the 
plans to make them satisfactory 
to the 
student  body." 
Barrett estimated the total 




was  spent 
paying architects, he said. 
"I'm interested in 
developing 
a clear and concise policy for the 
Rec Center," Aiu said. "I'd like to 
protect the students' interest in 
the Rec Center so we don't get 
ripped off. Since it is going to be 
built I definitely want to see it be-




Rizos and Chris Schwarz 
were se-
lected to 
one-year  terms by the 
Associated
 Students as the stu-
dent -at -large members.
 
The vacant
 faculty position 
was  filled by SJSU presidential 




 of the business school. Cook 
will serve a two-year term. 
Pete Silva, absent
 from the 
meeting, will serve a one-year 







chairman  at the 
meeting.  
Student -at -large Roger 
Thornton 
was not present but 
was elected 
vice chairman 
Aiu is the 
co-chairman  of the 
forms committe of Tau Delta Phi, 
the Tower 
fraternity,  and he pro-




Chargin is the 






 the Academic 
Senate fairness committee, was 
the A.S. director
 of ethnic affairs 




Rizos said he wants to pro-
mote more student
 awareness of 
the center. 
"They voted for it but they 
don't know 
what's going on with 















like  to give the university 
a more favorable 
image,"  he said. 
"The 
university  is so 
stagnant
 
when  it comes to its 
relationship 
with students












came  unexpectedly. 
Cook worked 
with Spartan Shops 
running two 
training 




 he might pro-
vide  some business 





 is currently in 
its design -development phase, 
Barrett said. 
The  architects 
from
 the Hall. 
Goodhue, Haisley







 and an off -
campus 
consultant  to work 
out de-
tails of 
the center such as door
 and 
lighting 



















which  the architects 
will show stu-
dents the plans
 to the center. 
Barrett said one
 change that 
has 
been  made in the center 
plans  
is the exchange of 
locations for the 
racquetball courts and the
 weight  
and 
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dents are crossing the street against 
the light or when 
vehicles are turning 
right after a red light 
Crossing 
the  street is even 
more  
difficult for a disabled person, such 
as someone in a 
wheelchair,  because 
the walk lights are so short, Downer 
said.  
Fullerton presented slides of San 
Carlos  street and other parts of the 
campus during her presentation. She 
also showed the commission a slide 
depicting an architects conception of 
San Carlos Street, showing it as a pe-
destrian mall with a gateway across 
i 






























































 by the vote." 
"I was 
expecting  the 
vote  to go 4-
3 

















indicate  to her that
 the ma-
jority  was against
 the closure. 




to accept an SJSU 
environmental 











notation  that the 














 from all sides," 
O'Doherty






 of the AS., 
the Inter






ministration and the Disabled 
Stu-
dents Office, addressed the 
commission.  
"After  the dorm association 
and 
the 
disabled students speak, how can
 
you turn it 
down?" O'Doherty said. 
O'Doherty said her 
presentation 
to the 
commission  was not long be-
cause she had a midterm
 the next 
day. 
"I just said a few words 
and  then 
read the 




 for a calculus 
midterm
 while 





a little frightning. 
"You have to stand and talk 
into 
a microphone and they're all el-
evated above you,"
 she said. "You 





 the A.S. Commu-
nity Liaison 
Committee
 and A.S. 
board members will continue to 
lobby






tion last Wednesday 
to




we're going to concen-
trate 
our efforts on the
 city council," 
O'Doherty said. "They're the decid-
ing factor." 
O'Doherty said she talked with 
members of SJSU
 President Gail 
Fullerton's
 ad hoc San Carlos Street 
task force and they told her that 
they 
did not think 
it
 would be necessary 
for  the A.S. to lobby at the commis-
sion's
 meeting next 
week. 
"We're going 
to gets letter out to 
the city council this 




"We're going to try to 
line up some 
meetings with them." 
O'Doherty said 
she  had tried ear-
lier
 this semester to meet with 
va-
rious city council members.  
"We
 had a couple of 
meetings  
lined up but we got 
shuffled off their 
ea lender,"
 she said. 
The A.S. will lobby the 
university
 
administration if the. 
city
 council ap-
proves the closure of San Carlos. 
"We want to make sure the uni-
versity does landscape it," O'Do-
herty said. 
She said she wants to make sure 
San Carlos Street is turned into a pe-
destrian mall rather than a parking 
lot. 
"I'd like to get something in writ-
ing," O'Doherty said.
 "I've already 
brought
 that up with the 
administra-
tion but they're 
not very receptive to 
contracts," she said. 
O'Doherty said a written com-
mitment 
on
 the part of SJSU 
adminis-
tration to landscape
 San Carlos Steel 
might help
 to influence the city
 coun-
cil's 




 not entirely free to 
make  
written 
commitments  in such 
cases.  
"Anything we ( SJSU I 
do
 hinges 
on whether or 
not the state 
will  give 
the 




commitment  would 
also be a 
reminder  to students










continued Fr  page 
supporting, Lenart said. 
Earth Toys'
 income has 
de-
creased as steadily
 as the allocations
 
have: 














 $4.500; income 
$31.086.96
 
r 1984-85: allocated $2,075.45; in-
come unavailable 
? 1985-86: allocated $1,175; 
income 
unavailable 
In the past four 
years,
 the highest 
income for 
Earth Toys came in 1981-
82 Sales were unusually 

















 of conspiracy and 
perjury  in a scheme 
to illegally fi-
nance his 1983
 mayoral campaign, 
meaning he must 
forfeit
 the munici-
pal  post. 
The 
sequestered 
Superior  Court 
jury, composed 
of eight women and 
four 








been mayor since 
winning a May 
1983
 election to fill the 
unexpired term of Pete 
Wilson,
 who 
ascended to the U.S. 
Senate
 after 11 




 for six years 
as a county 
supervisor before his 
election as San Diego's 30th mayor. 
During that time, 
he
 never lost an 
election.
 
Prosecutors said Hedgecock lied 
and cheated to win his mayoral of-
fice.
 
Hedgecock characterized the 
charges against him as untrue and 
said he was unaware that money 
from the 
J.
 David & Co. investment 
firm was used to fund the political 
consulting firm he retained for his 
1983 mayoral campaign. 
The 
111:Q,
 ors legal problems coin-
cided with 
the multimillion -dollar 
collapse  of J. David, which was 
forced into bankruptcy in February
 
1984 by disgruntled 
investors. Com-
pany founder J. David 
"Jerry" Dom-
inelli is serving 
a 20-year federal 
prison term 
for defrauding investors 
of $80 million and failing to pay more 
than


































filed  by the 





















Convinced that the prosecution
 
failed to prove its case 
through the 
testimony of 62 
witnesses,  Hedge -
cock's 
defense  called no witnesses in 
the 
retrial.
 The first trial, which 
ended in 
February  with the jury 
deadlocked 11-1 
for conviction. In 
that trial, the defense called 26 wit-























year Imeause ol a very good ski 
sea-




ing the past four years. 
Another factor affecting the high 
income
 in 1981-82 could 
have
 been 
that inventory left over from 1980-81 
was sold with the 1981-82 inventory, 
Lenart said. 
"The thing that's contingent 
upon 
everything  is whether 
or not it's 
a good ski 
season,"
 said Brad Fisher, 
Earth
 Toys' student manager. 
The quality 
of the ski season de-




 Fisher said. 
Earth  Toys 
doesn't charge 
the higher prices that 
the commercial ski shops do because 
it is a service













 f  







The next step 
will  be for both 
the House and Senate to pass their 
proposed
 bills and then send the 
bills to a conference committee. 
After differences have been exam-
ined and the conference commit-
tee comes
 to an agreement, a 
combined bill will be sent to the 
president for his signature. 
This process requires a one-
year extension of the current  fed-
eral finacial aid policies provided 
by the continuing resolution provi-
sion. 




of the Inter -Residence Hall 
Association, proposed
 that a com-
mittee be 
established with a bind-
ing policy for financial
 aid expen-
ditures. 




who thought too much money was 
spent by financial aid for a new 
data processing system. 
"My 
prime  interest is resident 
campus. We have to pay 
more 
than off campus students so the 
situation is doubly critical for us," 
Smalls said. 
Ryan
 met with Smalls 
and 
told him 
that financial aid has 
al-
ready had 
similar committees and 




 will be more 
efficient  and 
cost-effective
 for financial aid. 
"Any 
implementation
 of a 
committee 
or action 





 I'd be quite 





 that IRFIA 
is 
willing  to work
 with him 
and  
will continue
 to work 
with  him as 
long
 as Ryan is 
working
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 hung plastic 
garbage










































today  that will 
focus  on how to 
mar-
ket
 AIESEC itself. 
The seminar
 will concentrate on 
marketing  AIESEC 





well as how to 
write  introductory 
let-
ters
 to a company. 
Today's seminar will 




were how to write
 a sales letter, 
what  




"call" to a company,
 how to greet an 
official and how to 
present  oneself 
and the 




One of the main 
purposes
 of the 
seminar "is to 





and also what to 
do
 when we market 
AIESEC  (which is a business 
as
 well 
as a campus 
club),"
 said Tony Dol-
lar,











 ( API  The Rea-
gan  administration said 
today it had 
no role in any 
arrangements  that led 
to 
the release of the hijacked
 Italian 
cruise ship and 
said the hijackers, 
who 
are being allowed
 to leave 
Egypt, "should 
be










 States had 
been
 notified by 
















 the facts 
and  had not 
been in 








said  the 
United  
States  played 
no role in 
any  arrange-
ments 



















made  with 
the hi-
jackers  
























































AIESEC is open to students in all 




"We aren't a travel agency," 
Dollar said. "We're more of an orga-




Likewise, AIESEC members at 
SJSU make marketing calls to raise 
traineeships for students from 
abroad to work and gain experience. 
"San Jose State has the reputa-
tion of raising the best traineeships in 
the world," Dollar said. 
Often times 
AIESEC trainees,  
sponsored by the SJSU AIESEC, 
work on special
 




have  to develop a need. 
You have to be calm, clear and con-
cise," said Dollar, who is also the 
coordinator of the marketing semi-
nar. 
Part of developing a need in a 
company is 
knowing
 about it. Susen 
Miraftabi. a San Jose librarian for 
the past two years, will 
be
 a guest 
speaker at the seminar. She will ex-
plain researching 
techniques  and in-
form students
 of the information
 
about  local 
companies
 that is avail-
able
 
at the library. 
SJSU 
provides
 the most high-re-
sponsibilty jobs in 
all of AIESEC. For
 
example,
 a trainee from 
France,  Di-
dier Diaz. translated
 the Apple com-
puter, 





 of New York.
 AIESEC 
at




 Dollar said. 
San 
Jose
 A1ESEC's territory 
ranges 
from  Mountain View down
 to Carmel. 
"We have
 to cash in on that, 
rais-
ing 10 to 13 traineeships
 a year," Dol-
lar said. 
Therefore,  the second hour 
of the marketing 




as company officials. 
Thirty-five people attended the 
first 
seminar.  Most were new AIE-
SEC members and six 
people  were 
non-members. Any student is wel-
come to the seminar in BC 001, from 7 
p.m. 













By Jack Tordjman 
Daily  staff writer 
SJSU students 
have the opportu-
nity to spend 




classes,  thanks 
to the
 American Institute





 is a unique 
oppor-
tunity for
 students to spend 
some 
time










looks a little bit 




 langage and yet it's 
on 
another










are similar to the 
ones  stu-
dents can take 
for  a summer 
or win-
ter  sessional 






 by CSU and 
students get 




Keesey  said. 
Of the 19 
CSU students who spent 
last 
semester  in 
London,
 six were 
from 
SJSU. They had 
different
 ma-
jors, but all 
of them had a great 
expe-
rience living abroad
 for a semester, 
Keesey said. 
Gretchen 
Heber,  a SJSU journa-
lism major, 
spent the fall 1984 semes-
ter in 
London.
 She said she 
heard 
about
 the program in 
one of her 
classes. She 
applied
 for the program 






 SJSU in 
Jan-
uary, she found out 
that  Admissions 
and Records
 had dropped 
her  be-
cause
 improper forms had 
been com-
pleted. Heber said there 
was  a lot of 
confusion among admissions employ-
ees about 
the overseas program and 
the proper steps to take to establish a 
leave of 
absence
 from the university. 
"I was given the wrong informa-
tion from the beginning," 
Heber  said. 
Therefore, because I was not en-
rolled at school 
anymore,  I had a dif-
ficult time registering again. And it 
took some time before I could get ev-
erything O.K. 
for the next semester." 
"There has been some confusion 
in
 the past," Keesey said. "But right 
now
 the office of Continuing
 Educa-
tion takes care of 
all the forms and 
makes sure 
everything is all right 
with 
Admissions and Records." 
Last spring, Keesey was one of 
the professors 
chosen to teach in Lon-
don. Since he is an English professor,
 
he taught a general education course
 
of British 
literature  with materials 
that were available there. Students 
also were able to 
see material in mu-





classes  offered in the 
program, students must 
take an in-
terdisciplinary
 course which gives 
them a 
background  of British culture 
and civilization. Other non-credit
 
classes are offered 
and range from 
foreign langages, 
local  history or 
wine 
lasting  and are designed to give 
students an extra opportunity to bet-
ter understand Great 
Britain
 while 
they are there. Keesey said. 
Guest
 speakers give lectures 
about British culture, literature, 
arts, architecture, and 
politics. 
There is also a meeting with British 
Parliament members
 
"It was great because we would 
get all the information we needed on 
Great Britain just right there," 
Heber 
said. "Also we had the chance 
to go 
out and find out for  ourselves."
 
Classes are scheduled during the 
middle of the week 
to give students a 
chance to visit 
museums  in England 
and 






















 to travel 
and  study 
overseas.
 The program is 
designed  to 
allow 
American  




 or two 










 a student has
 to be 
enrolled 
through  the 
university  or 
Open University 
extended  education 
program 
and must at least be a 
soph-
omore.  
Students are also 
required  to 
have
 a 2.0 GPA or 
better
 Financial 




The advantage of the program is 
that students only spend one or two 
semesters in England and they don't 
get too homesick, Keesey said.
 
"One semester is about the right 
time you need when you're overseas. 
far 
away from home," Heber said. 
Applications are 
available in the 




















Graduating students who 
did not 
register through the computer pro-
cess for the Career Planning and 
Placement's on -campus interview 
program have still the opportunity to 
sign up by visiting the Career Plan-
ning and Placement's office. 
Career Planning and Placement 
adviser Margaret 
Wilkes, who coor-
dinates the program, said there is 
still a way 
of
 being in contact with the 
employer. 
Even if the employer's schedule 
is 
filled, Career Planning and Place-
ment asks the company to have an-
other interviewer to come down to in-
terview more students or accept' 
resumes and look at them 
for  poten-
tial candidates. 
Students on a waiting list can 
sometimes take advantage of the fact 
that other students are 
not able to 
make it to the interview The stu-
Cheat  report 
due at Berkeley
 
BERKELEY Al' - The find-
ings of a report on 
cheating ordered 
last May at the University
 of Califor-
nia campus here are due next
 month, 
said Vice Chancellor Watson 
Laetsch. 
Laetsch said the 
inquiry will try 
to determine who cheats and why, 
and how cheating can be 
prevented.
 
Officials at the university or-
dered a probe into the problem of 
cheating because it jumped from 25 
reported cases during the 
1982-83
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chance  to 
students  
who 
wish  to 
be








dents on the waiting list are then in-
formed of the possibilities. 
"The purpose of the additional 
sign up is to give another chance to 
students who wish to be on the wait-
ing list," 
Wilkes  said. 
"1 
wasn't  aware of the program 
until I read something about it in the 
Spartan Daily. 1 then was told that 
even though I didn't sign up through 
the computerized process
 I could al-
ways sign up for interviews," said 
Michael Suner, a senior majoring in 
business. 
During the summer, graduating 
students were informed by the Ca-
reer Planning and Placement Office 
of the on -campus interviews. For the 
first 
series,
 students turned in their 
applications by Sept. 10 with their 10 
employer 
interview choices, Wilkes 
said. 
The on -campus interview pro-
gram brings different kinds of em-
ployers into a student environment. 
It gives graduating students or SJSU 
Alumni the 
opportunity  to make the 
first contact with the employers they 
wish to be interviewed with, Wilkes 
said. 
"What's really neat is I don't 
have to be all stressed out driving 
miles  away and getting nervous be-
cause I don't know the place I'm 
going to be interviewed at. 
Here
 I feel 
confident," said Michelle Coleman,  a 
senior majoring in 
advertising.  
Most employers will be holding 
two interview 
series
 this fall and 
three more series next spring. Each 
series has a diverse group of 
employ-
ers. They come
 to meet SJSU stu-
dents according to when 
they  want to 
interview students and when they get 
scheduled. Wilkes said. 
There are 12 employers 
per 
day interviewing students between 9 
a.m. and 5 p.m., and their schedules 
are 
filled.  
"But we're always trying to have 
more students interviewed. The in-
terview is half an hour long," Wilkes 
said.  
Students who didn't register 
through either the computerized pro-
cess or the Oct. 3 manual sign-up in 
the Student 
Union  Ballroom can visit 
Career Planning and Placement. 
Building Q, Monday through Friday 
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Chris Peck wrote a paper on community 
organizing and it developed into a 
career 
In 1976, while working on a master's 
thesis in the low-income 
neighborhoods  of 
Alviso arid East San
 Jose, Peck began
 
to 
focus on the need for emergency shelter for 
the homeless 
He found there were 5,000 
to 10,000 
homeless people in Santa Clara County due to 
economic, emergency or domestic problems 
By late 1977, after 
graduating  with his 
master's from SJSU, Peck and his wife Luey.  




Serrano, created El Zocalo, an emergency 
shelter for women and children in East San 
Jose. 
Zocalo is Spanish
 for the plaza 
where 




was named El Zocalo 
to
 symbolize a place 
where people could
 gather to help 
each other.  
Peck 
said.  
"My thrust was to 
establish  team effort 
in community organizing and to establish 
involvement (of the poor) for self-interest," 
Peck said. 
Today, El Zocalo is 
composed  of a two-
story, three -bedroom house in East San Jose, 
which shelters a maximum of 20 
people,  and 
a five -bedroom  house also in East San Jose, 
which is being converted into a shelter. 
From his office in a mobile home on East 
San Fernando Street, Peck talked 
about what 
led him and his wife to take an interest in 
homeless  families. 
A trip to 
Mexico
 in 1972 opened Peck's 
eyes to 
poverty.  
"Things were terrible down there and 
still are," he 
said.  
Peck did volunteer work in a Mexican 
orphanage and
 lived with a poor family. 
"I saw a real need for helping the poor 
and my life began logo in 
that direction," he 
said. 
His wife Lucy's experience of poverty 
was more 
direct.  
"When I was eleven years old my father 
died, and our
 lifestyles took a drastic 
change." Lucy 
said. "We had to go to the 
Mission (Sacred Heart Community 
Service)  
for  food and the family was on welfare." 
The 
experience  had made her realize the 
importance 
of keeping a family together. 
El Zocalo serves young 
single women and 
single mothers only. It does not serve 
battered 
women or men. Young men older 
than 14 years old are also referred elsewhere. 
"Single mothers are one of the largest 
impoverished segments of our society," said 
Kathleen Coffey, a volunteer  social worker 
for El Zocalo who screens applicants over the 
telephone. 
"We admit only people in an emergency 
situation who want responsibility and are 
willing to make changes
 in their lives," she 
said.  
More than 1,200 clients are
 assisted by 
the shelter per year, some for 
just overnight 




They are accepted on a first -come
-first -serve 
basis. 
Before  receiving the first 
grant,
 the 
Peeks sheltered women and children in their 
home and often shared their food with them. 
Lucy
 said. 
El Zocalo's first grant of 88,000 came 
from a Catholic Franciscan order of priests 
in San Francisco
 in 1978. 
There was not enough money in the grant 
to pay for staff salaries, so Peck said he had 
to work part time doing
 odd jobs and holding 
fund-raisers in schools and churches. 
"My wife and (14-year -old) daughter Liz 
were great support during that period," he 
said. "They helped me organize
 and carry 
out activities." 
Lucy recalled walking door-to-door in 
East San Jose with Peck and Liz to tell people 
about
 their services. 
In 1979 El Zocalo received a 835,000 grant
 
from United Way and now receives 
yearly  
donations valued at more than 8200,000,
 
which include 
goods and services worth 
$70,000 and $130,000 
in cash. The donations 
support two shelters and a paid staff of three 
people, Peck said. He now receives an annual 
salary
 of 816,500. 
Martha
 Pacheco 








 7, were forced 




the  rent in their three
-bedroom  
apartment was raised from 9600 to $900. 
"When I 
came to El Zocalo. I 
was  at the 
lowest point 
of
 my life," Pacheco said. 
Pacheco
 had been disqualified
 from 
another shelter after
 being there for 30 
days; 
she was 
unemployed,  and there 
was  little 
hope of 
finding a place for 
her  family. 
"With all that 
in my mind, I cried when 
Estella  ( El 
Zocalo's
 house 
manager) told me 
Adrian could 
not stay in the house
 because he 












































needy mothers and 
children who want 
































Daily  slat 
photugraPher
 
















their  mother's  
resources
 
Above, Chris Peck founded 








and were allowed to slav 
Pacheco  developed a good 
relationship 
with Lugo and some
 of
 the
 other women at the 
shelter, 
hut she still had a 
non -caring 
"negative" disposition
 which was 
transferred




 skip classes in school 
and Crisanto 
was getting in 
fights.
 The 
children  had to spend 
their  suspension 
periods  in school




allow  families to 
live in the 
shelter
 
between 10 a .m. and 3 p.m. 
"When
 I ...rid out







attitude,  I 
changed
 it quick. 
I told them 
to just
 think of our situation
 as an 
adventure." she said. 
It 




rough  times. 
"On 
weekends,
 when I exhausted 
my 
house
 hunting, we had to take long bus rides 
to 
Gilroy  and back or spend long hours at the 
Jose theater, downtown, nisi to 










 child clothes or shoes, 
when her budget
 allowed. 





 for training. 
tutoring
 for the children, 
help for house and 
job hunting, the house rules could be more 
lenient, Pacheco said. 
If a family is 
trying
 to better themselves 
they 





 least 90 days, she said. 
Pacheco
 and her family have 
moved  out 
of El Zocalo
 and now share a three -bedroom 
home with another family. Pacheco is 
working full time. 
Bridget, Porter agrees with Pacheco that 
rules at El Zocalo could 
be less rigid. 
Porter was suspended for not reporting to 
















appealed  the 
suspension  
and  was 
reinstated
 along 





Maurice,  7. 
Porter
 had 
found  a job
 at a 
convalescent
 
hospital  but 
had not 
found a 










left to her t ime at El Zocalo. 
Porter
 said El Zocalo has 
been
 good for 
her: it gave
 her and her family 
a place to 
sleep after being 
evicted  from her sister's
 
San Jose home. She came
 to San Jose, from 
Fresno to get 
away from a 
persistent  
husband she said. 
El 
Zocalo is not suited for 
all  women and 
families, 
Lugo,  El Zocalo's 
house  mother, 
said. 
The women who don't
 like it at the shelter 
often reach for that 
extra  place where they 
can stay, 
with  a relative or a 
boyfriend, and 
some just go out on the
 street, she said. 
Heber Daily staff 
photographe  
"I 
try not to counsel the 
women,  I just 
have girl -to-girl 
talks with them 
and  I don't 
make 
the rules. I just make 
sure they are 
oheyed, she said 
Lugo lives





 14. Sly. 
volunteer.
 
The women and families must leave the 
shelter before 10 a.m. and cannot return till 5 
p.m. (3 p.m. in the winter). Cooking is 
allowed between Sand 8:30p.m., 
bedtime
 is 
10p.m., and the kitchen and living areas 
must 















"This  is a 
self-help  
facility;  it's
 up to 
them to move


















 us. With 
a little push
 they 

















































 & Korean Cuisine
 
154 E. 
Jackson  St. 
110$)
 275-05211 













 on now 
Leisure Services
 
next to the Pub 
277 2858  
funded



































 bring you the constant 






 . .The thrill of volleyball. . 







pigskin.  . 
.Dutta  DUTTA.















 Budweiser, the 
king
 of beers. For all 






 Where there's 
smoke, there's fire. 











 from the scenic campus of San
 Jose State 
University 
to hear what 
poets from all 
corners of the
 globe are 













 coach Gerry Faust. By the 















 on the 
sports
 at SJSU. 
You may 
agree  or disagree
 with them,







 a way 
with  words. 
Mr. T. 
renown  poet and 











after  week kept 
getting beat. 
There




 up old man. 
At 
least  the Spartans 





 Wes: Germany's tennis 
phenom
 and a spokesman for the 
Worldwide 
Laundry  Foundation,
 on Spartan football:
 
Jon
 Carlson keeps 
getting  sacked, so give 
him a rest: 
Play 
Doug Allen and hope for
 the best. 
With Allen, you get 
mobility and an occasional
 score: 
With Carlson,
 you're always staring at 
fourth and 21. 
REPRESENTING
 ALL
 of Latin America, Ricardo Montalban,
 he of the 
famed white three-piece suit, 
adding his two cents on the football 
team:
 
The Spartans are 
playing so bad, no matter what type of 
weather; 
Maybe 
they'd  play better if the ball was made of 
Corinthian  leather. 
When a key injury hits; 
Their depth is the pits. 
When they 
meet  Arizona and Oregon, 




 beloved son of June 
and  Ward, and also a 
volleyball
 
enthusiast,  on SJSU's nationally
 ranked team: 
The Spartans won again 
today, gee wiz and golly; 
And the 
other team had a girl who looked just like 
Wally. 
Whitey didn't like the game,  
so he slept like John Biggins; 
But me and 
Gilbert  couldn't take our eyes 
office,
 DeBusk and Barbara 
Higgins 
England's
 Benny Hill. known for 
slapping  a short, bald dude on 
top of the 
head, also on 
Spartan  volleyball: 
Before you play the bloody 
Cardinal tomorrow, Shave one thing
 to say. 
After you 
beat
 them on the farm, bury them
 in the hay. 
They won before: 
Don't let 'ern do it anymore. 
Cuz Maggie. the Queen and 
Lady Di will be in disarray.
 
Muhammad 
All, representing all Islamic nations, on the current slide of 




 old boxing coach, what's
 it gonna be? 
Will your team float like a 
butterfly or sting like a bee? 
After a 




I'll  make your team famous, like I did Howard 
Cosell.
 
Bob Uecker, the infamous "Mr. 
Baseball,"  on Spartan field hockey: 
The Spartans 
will  win their league. I'll bet you a buck: 
But 
how can you play hockey without 
using a puck? 
If SJSU doesn't win it. 
I will definitely eat crow; 
At
 least I'll be eating from the
 front r00000w. 
McKay: "That 
concludes
 our Wide World of Poetry segment, 
but we can't 
leave 
you without one last quotation from an 
anonymous  author." 










By Anne Spandau 
Daly stall writer 
Once again the Spartans 
won. 
Once again it wasn't spectacular. 
SJSU defeated California
 in a 
conference volleyball game, 15-12. 
15-12, 15-6. The 
Spartans  are now 14-
2 overall and 2-0 in conference play. 
The Bears
 are 12-11 and 1-1. 
"It was
 a pretty sloppy game 
for both teams from a technical 
standpoint," said SJSU head coach 
Dick 
Montgomery.  "This match left 
a lot to be desired." 
California head coach Marlene 
Piper agreed with 
Montgomery.  
"This  was not a well -executed 
match." she said. "I 
thought we 
had a chance to win because SJSU 
didn't play well, but they did 
enough to win." 
The Spartans started out well in 
the first 
game, according to assis-
tant coach John Corbelli, by taking 
a 10-3 lead. California then rallied 
and brought 
the  game to within
 
two 
points at 14-12. The Spartans 
struggled to score the 
game point, 
finally 
pulling it off after 10  at-
tempts. 
The second game started 
out 
with the Bears taking a 7-2 lead
 be-
fore the Spartans turned it on. 
Out-
side hitter Christa Cook recorded a 
kill to give SJSU a side out. Then 
outside hitter Lisa Ice 
and middle 
blocker Maria Healy blocked a Cal 
hit, Healy and 
Cook teamed up to 
record another block, and Cook
 had 
a kill to 
bring the score to 7-5. 
Outside
 hitter Julie 
Braymen 
tied the
 game at 8-8 with a kill and 
the Spartans never
 looked back. 
In the
 final game, Cal took a 3-1 
lead, but the 
Spartans didn't fade 
away. 
Braymen served the 
next 
eight points, as Ice 
had  four kills to 
help SJSU take 
a 9-3 lead. The Spar-
tans won the game 
and the match 
on a service ace by middle blocker 
Kari Roberson. 
For the Spartans,
 Ice and Cook 








had a good 
game
 for 
us and a great 















Braymen spring into action in a 
recent  match 
he said.
 "That means 
one out of 
every two of her  
shots  went down." 
Also for SJSU,
 setter Teri 
De. 
Buskhad 38 







 with her 
perfor-
mances," 
Piper  said. "She 
isolates  
hitters
 and sets the ball real 
well."  
Montgomery 
said that Cal looks 
like the second 
best
 team in the 
league, behind SJSU. 
"They're basically a 
pretty 
young  team," he said. 
"They  have a 














we'll  be fired up 
and 










tana of the 
San Francisco

























completed  37 
of 57 
passes 
















 to lead 
Olympic
 







 rebuffed in 












 on a threat













 such a 
politi-
cal 














 Cuba said 
it would be 
willing 
to walk away 
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INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE 
Monday 
& Inesclay,, OCT, 14 slLi 
10:00 am 
- 4:00 pm 
STUDENT UNION NAM LEVEL 
Come See Representatives Demonstrate 
Their 
Products:  



















 COMPUTERS ON CAMPUS  
TUESDAY, OCT. 15, 2:00 
pm
 to 4:00 pm 
Umunhum Room, 2nd Floor Student Union 
FEATURING DR. MICHAEL CARTER,
















per  Month*. 
512K Macintosh: 
$1,695
 or $69 per 
Month  






Valid Until December 
31,  1985 
See 
Spartan  
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Daily staff writer 
The Spartan injury parade 
marches on 
The latest 
step  came last 
Thursday 
against  Fullerton State,
 when starting half-
back 
Mike  Meredith suffered 
torn ligaments 
in his right knee.
 Meredith, who leads
 the 
team 
in scoring with 
32







 and will miss 




Meredith  is the 
sixth  Spartan 
to









































really  had a 
detri-




year,"  head 
coach 
Claude  Gilbert






much  depth 
in a 












 it has 
affected  
us."  
One  of the 
offensive  areas




 is in the 
backfield.  
In 










Keith  Tatum 
have  all been 
hobbled  by 










yards,  is 





but  is 











and  Riley 
(hip( 
have  both 










missed  the 
first  two games
 of the 
year  
with a pinched 
nerve,
 suffered a mild 
con-
cussion  in the Fullerton
 State game. He is a 
probable 
starter for the 
Fresno  State con-
test. 
"We
 haven't been 






been a constant 
shuffling  in and 
out of people." 
The injury 
onslaught has forced 
Gilbert 
to make 
some  rather 
drastic




K.C.  Clark (5-10, 
181) will be 
starting  
at 
running  back 









 Gilbert said. "He 
was 
a running back
 in high 
school,
 which 
was four years 





hope  he can 
learn  enough of  
the of-
fense (in the 
next
 few days) to 
give  us some 
help," 
he
 said. "I think he 
can."  
Clark will





Weldon's  slot 
will be 
filled
 by Freddie 
Payton,  who gained
 
14 








 has also struck
 the Spartan of-
fense. 
"(Starting quarterback 
Jon) Carlson is 
sick this week," 
Gilbert  said. "He 
hasn't  
practiced at 
all this week and
 I don't know 
what











However,  Fresno 






Williams,  the Bulldogs'
 starting 
tailback and 
the  PCAA's leading 
rusher 
with 398 yards, 
has a pinched 
nerve  in his 
neck, according to Fresno
 State head coach 
Stu Stephenson - Daily staff 
photographer  
SJSU's K.C.
 Clark (16) will change from a ball stopper





































nagging injuries on both offense and
 de-
fense, according to Sweeney, but they have 
been able to overcome them, he said. 
"Our football team is playing with some 
guys who are injured, 
but our depth is better 
than it has been," he said. 
NOTES: Other


































 Anne Spandau 
and Scott Van Camp 
Daily staff writers 
"No big deal." 















 to dissolve 
on June 
30, 1986. From 
then on most 
of the teams in the former conference 
will be members of the new 
women's 
Pac-10, or will
 join up with the PCAA. 
NorPac was formed in July, 1982. 
The league has been successful from 
a competitive 
standpoint. Last year 
NorPac teams
 were ranked nation-
ally in 
eight of nine sports. 
SJSU teams figured prominently 
in those rankings. The volleyball 
team finished with a fourth -place 
ranking and the field hockey team 
tied for ninth. 















































 five NorPac field hockey 
teams will form 
their  own conference 
because most 
PCAA and Pac-I0 
schools don't have field hockey 
teams. 
Spartan coaches have responded 
positively to the move to the PCAA.
 
"Overall,
 I think 
this
 will be 
really 









 level should 
be
 about the same 
or
 better.'' 
As for gymnastics, 
Walker  said 
the PCAA won't be lacking in 
compe-
tition because it includes Cal State 
Fullerton, which has finished in the 
top five nationally for the past eight 
years. 
"I'll probably want to schedule 
meets with (former) NorPac schools 
because the PCAA only has four 
schools with gymnastics teams," she 
said. 
Softball coach 
Kathy  Strahan is 
faced





has  played a 
game. The 
softball 




 kid in town, 
but am 
aware
 of the caliber
 of play in the 
PCAA.
 I think it will be a 
good move 
for us," 
Strahan  said. 
According  to the Strahan, the
 
PCAA is loaded with tough softball 
teams, especially
 in Southern Cali-
fornia. 
"Fullerton
 is a perennial power-
house and Long Beach always fields 














Strahan was also aware that the 
top PCAA 
softball teams automati-
cally chosen for an NCAA playoff 
berth. This was not the case in Nor-
Pac 
Swim team coach Jack
 Mutimer 
has no misgivings on the move. 
"I hate 
to see NorPac dissolve, 
Mit 
TRYING 
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Santa  Clara 
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1250 0Antesd Pariya,. I IF  
(Lawrence El,p,ry* 101, 
but
 don't think it will affect our pro-
gram," Mutimer said. 
According to Mutimer, all of the 
NorPac 
swim
 programs are strong 
enough to handle the move. 
Spartan volleyball
 coach Dick 
Montgomery said he has no 
choice in 
the move, 
but also knows the PCAA 
will provide a higher level of compe-
tition.
 







































 however, said he 
isn't thrilled about the 
way the PCAA 
determines 
the volleyball league 
champion.
 It uses 
round-robin
 play to 
determine 
seedings
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 visit the 








Gay and Lesbian 
Alliance  is 
sponsoring  a 







Clara  County 
Health  Depart-
ment AIDS




 of the 
Student Union. 
   
The Institute 
of Electrical and 
Electronic  Engineers will 
present  a 
lecture by 
Dr. Owens on microwaves 
at 12:30 
p.m. tomorrow in Engi-
neering, Room 247. For more infor-
mation, 
contact
 Devesh Garg at 14151 
791-8522. 
   
The Department of Meteorology 
will have a 
lecture  on the mapping of 
frost sensitive areas with a numeri-




the  Hebrew 
Univer-
sity of Jerusalem 
at
 11:30 a.m. to 
12:30  p.m. tomorrow in Duncan Hall, 
Room 615. 
   
Career Planning 
and  Placement 
will hold an 
orientation  on 
Compute-
rized Interview
 Sign -Ups at 
1:30 and 
3:30 p.m. tomorrow 
in the Umunhum 
Room in 
the  Student Union.
 Sugges-
tions will be given 
on
 how to maxi-
mize 




 want through the 
computerized sign-up 
process.  For 
more information,
 contact Cheryl Al-
Imen at 
277-2272. 
   
Associated 
Students  Leisure 
Services is 
having  a 
birdwatching  
trip to 
the  San Francisco
 Bay Wildlife 
Refuge tomorrow




contact  Brian 
Burke  at 
277-2858.  
   
HILLEL 




 dinner and 
services 
tomorrow at 7 
p.m. at the 
Jewish 
Community




tact  Marlene 
at 294-8311. 
   
Psi Chi, the national 
honor so-
ciety  in psychology, 
will  have a gen-
eral
 meeting at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow 
in Dudley 
Moorehead  Hall, Room 
337.
 




   
Student 
Affirmative  Action 
Early Outreach 
Program is seeking 
several interns 
in
 all academic disci-
plines to 
help  in the tutoring 
and gen-
eral preparation of 
eighth  grade stu-
dents for high school
 and college life. 
Deadline  to apply is Oct. 15. 
For  more 
information, 
contact  Cheryl Allen -
Hunter at 
277-3664.  
   
The Akbayan Club 
will  have a 
meeting at 1 p.m. tomorrow in the 
Costanoan Room in the Student 




 AmadeoSison at 
988-2940. 
   
A.S.
 Leisure Services will have a 
color analysis sign-up at 9 a.m.
 to 4 
p.m. 
tomorrow  in the AS. Business 
Office in the 
Student  Union. For more 




   
The Community Committee
 for 
International Students will have tu-
toring
 for Conversational English for 
all international students at 1 to 3 
p.m. tomorrow in Room 222 in the Ad-
ministration 
Building.  For more in-
formation, contact Muriel Andrews 
at 
279-4575.  
   
The  Art Department is exhibiting
 
the landscape
 paintings of Jon Shull 
tomorrow on the third floor of the 
Art  
Building in Gallery 
8. For more infor-
mation,
 contact Jon at 292-5045. 





















 SJSU students 
attend 
classes two or three times
 a 




 from the previous paper
 
to help keep everyone 
informed  on 
campus





gram will lose 600 square
 feet of 
office space when 
they move to 
the Old 
Cafeteria  from the Wahl-
quist  Library, which is now being 
renovated.
 
   
Yesterday  was 
SJSU Grad-
uate Study 
Day  in the Student 
Union 
Ballroom,  which featured
 
representatives





 on the 
West Coast. 
   
Starting next fall, 
incoming 
undergraduates 
will be required 
to 
complete four years of 
high 
school  English instead of the three 
now required for 
admission
 to a 
California State University. the 
('SC 
Board of Trustees declared. 
Sports 
The Spartan cross country 
team finished 14th of 27 teams at 
the Stanford Cross Country Invi-
taional last Saturday. With
 the 
temperature in 
the high 80's, 
times were slow, according
 to 
head coach
 Marshall Clark. 
Feature
 




urday in the 
fourth  annual North-







TREATMENT  PRO 
GRAM
 Enhance personal and pro 
lessional growth as volunteet 





maces. adorn . clata processino. 
public awareness. fund raising. 
etc Bi& mono -lingual. all majors 
& 
undergrad Experience from 
cleric& to post grad. intro to extra 
yert WE NEED YOU Now cm 
pus IC EF PO 
Boa 952, SJ. 
95108. 280 5055  
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC 
Shabbat dinners parties. brunch 
lectures Hebrew lessons Toes 




 Ice at 294-8311 
MAKE MORE MONEY! Jokes pumles 
Fun Club, free doted.
 PYCG. Box 
343. Bellarom. NY, 11426  
MUST SEE 
TO APPRECIATE!! The 
Overcomer, is  dynamic group of 
Christians that enjoy the super 
natural power & presence of God 
The  God of the unt   is very 
much alive and wants to make 
himeelf known to you, 
Come  and 
experience the
 
p,asance powe,.  
and love of God in entry reel way 
The Overcomers romt every 
Wednesday at 7 30pon or the Stu 
dent Union in 
the Costamen 
room Call Bill for Info 
279 2133  
STUDENT 
DENTAL/OPTICAL  PLAN 
Enroll 
noel
 Save your teeth eyes 
I 
money too For information & 
brochure see
 A 5 office or call 
14081371 
6811   
TUESDAY IS JUST 
another
 boring day 
unless you find /rally 
10211
 





 your Immo& aid & 
payroll check ajar. 
low cost 
w/no 
hassles  If you re unhappy 
troth your mail drop or 
if you need 
one. mail 
boxes ere available One 













 10 45arn 
Cetholic  4 00 and 8 00pm 
Mame 
call Campo.










Bob  Leger St 
Joan 















































Dealer  $1495 
14151651

























CID  6 














































 ' 650. 
bro.
 eve 
































PS P8 Dealer 
$109514151651 2781 
1968 VOLVO. rebuilt engine new 
upholstery.  4 speed stick 11300 
cell








5 1,2 valued 
$165, Will sell for $100 ea 
249-5272
 days. 942 
0487 eyes 
Ed 
FUTONS!, QUALITY COTTON PROD-
UCTS C eeeee 
your
 own bang & 
sleeping space with 
our futons pit 
lows  frames Custom Futons
 & 
Pillows Plus, 302 El Primo Shop 
ping  Center. Seretoga & 
Campbell
 
Ayes San Jose 378
 5646 10% 
discount with this ed 
HELP 
WANTED  
EARN 9 AS 
intramural sports of 1101.1 
on 
tooth." volleyball soccer inner 
tube waterpolo
 or basketball 
Apply leisure 




ROOMMMATE to share condo 
with 2 others 
Deluxe furnishings.
 
cable TV. security complex 
close 
to SJSU 
Cell 729 1561 
evenings 













 needed from 
time
 
to rime ad runs 
ell semester Call 
Don 





DONALD'.  NOW 
HIRING/1  Pre 
mourn pay
 
hours flexible around 
school schedule 2 5 days. 10 35 
hrs !wk Interviews PA 
F 3.4 pm 
Contact 
Kathy or David et 356 
3095. 15475




jsing  non 
profit
























servers  bus 
sers 
New 















SALES. EARN $400 $1300,month 
pert tone or 12000 $3000/month 
lull tone with Health & Nutrition 




















Mission  Mtn 
Co 651 2nd 
Ave WN. Kalispell. Mt 59901 
REGISTER WITH THE BEST. Whether 
e vadable for work during the 
week /weekendorpart time/ramp° 




Call tot today for information 
All 
skill, and skill level. Best Tempo 
rary Services 984
 1340 
WAITRESS & KITCHEN HELP nmded 
P ert tome eves Apply on person 
MW 
Th 5 7 pm 
Mum  hme 







 831 W Ham 

























































Box  470CEG 
1Noodotock  III 
60098 
HOUSING  
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO share condo 
w!2 others 
Deluxe form/thongs 
cable TV security complex close 
to SJSU 
Cell 729 1561 eves 
5400 mci POE
  
FEMALE TO SHARE large 3 barn 2ba 
home 









292  9539 FREE 
OCT 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE 3 bdrrn 
how*. 'nice rooms.  PREP Oct 
rent 
$325/mo 1,3 util Jill 
274 5660004151968 9038 
STUDENTS,
 FACULTY, STAFF. Need  
place, Have 
space, SJSU off cam 
pus housing 
program 277 3996 
Free service 
VICTORIAN 
STUDIO, 1 person no 
pets, utils pd 
Waking distance to 
SJSU.
 $390/ino plus $300 sec 
deposit 
Call




LOST ft FOUND 
LOST. SILVER RING with 
sapphoes  
Family antique Lost on Oct 34 
REWARD!. Call Gwen 
354 5731 
PERSONAL  
LIFE IS NOT 
ell homework, Take rime 
for yourself & 












NANCY we are living proof
 that 
PULSE'  works. Even when you 
don't use
 itil Love Ed 
NATIONAL GAY/BI contact 
club  for 
men & women Low rates SASE 
Dean




 Choose horn 
Stew 








XSD San Jose  
WOULD LIKE TO 
find a woman con, 
mfgon  who would be 
willing 10 1,00 





BACKACHE,  Free examination & treat 
moor
 Se pert of  
research protect 
If you hmoe  had low back pain  for 
more






 at 10081 
244 
8907. eat 7  






move your unwanted 





shoulders etc 1 
15%  discount to 
otudents and 
faculty
 Cell before 
Dec 31 1985 & get your 1st 
aim et 1'2 price Unwanted hair 
disappears
 with my care Gwen C 
Chagnon RE
 559 3500 1645 
S Bascom Ave C Hair Today 
Gone Tomorrow 
FACULTY,STAFF
 & STUDENTS. Cer 
tilled massage praclioner offering 
alternative health car Arumes 
some therm, Swedish Easton lull 
body
 massage deep 
Defoe Into 
gration salmons mailable 
Strictly 
nonsexual Call Mr spot after 3 
pm
 Janice Thurston 
CM




HELP A STUDENT!, I do moving & haul 
mg 
will undertol prof* osional 
379 8193 Imre
 message  
I CAN HELP YOU if you need help keep 
mg 
 budget I can mot up  budget 
for
 you & lap track 
of
 espendi 
tures balance chmk books & 
other financial servoces For more 




will  con 
Colt
 
with  SJSU students
 for 30 
mini  FREE Practice 
is krnited to 
all aspects
 of 
immaretoon & ne 
!tonality
 Law office is 
only
 a 5 
min drive from 
campus  Forgo top 
pantment call Robert 
Ng at 14081 
554 0596  
LOOKING





offers  each bride & 
groom the ulti  
mate  something 
...ordinary  We 
offer 
an *Mum that reflects 
individ 
ual 
personalities  and life styles 
Cell John Paulson 
Photography  et 
559 5922  
LOSE WEIGHT




 & noticeable in 
creased energy & 
vitality No drug 
100%
 natural,' Used by 
medical  




satisfaction  guaranteed or 
money back 
Cell  Mr Luciano at 
















Chaim.,  tot 
 quote














The Meth Institute 
offers math tu 
boring educetion










for  men 
end 
women  Special












Roll  Business 
Perk  at 
Hwy  101 & N 









Ever,  Sunder  from 


















 PORTRAITS & 
MODEL port 
folios  by 
an 




 °Wanda for  
sample of 
my
 work then cell John 
Rickman al 252 
4283
  
188 PHOTO CENTER Quality 1 
hr 
photo 
developeng,  rush servoce 
on 
color So 7's & prints from slides & 
copy photos 
Overnight  slide pro 
ceasing  Instant 
passport
 photos 
go. service & guaranteed quality
 



















too 1699/Wincl hotel 
EURAIL BRITRAIL 
PASSES  Call 
any time 










in typing that's 
tops 
Try  Tony Minna 296 





 days a 
week 
All work guaranteed 
ABANDON YOUR 
WORRIES
 & leave 









punctuation  assistance 
Also  
available 




have Met 'typeset' 
look I offer  
complete  line of oerv 
ices 
The best job 
for  he best 
price! 









 PLUS WORD PROCESSING 
Term 
papers  resumes letters 
manuscripts etc Fear
 turnaround 
reasonable rates Cell 
251-8813 
after 3 pm 










quality  product 
quermnteed  work 
& a Student Discount
 Theses re 




 Editing Service 
& disk
 storage available












lel 10 ere eitp mstudents IBM 
.electric  & c rrrrr t transcription 




 9 00pm N San Jose 
10 
min from campus Jam 251
 
5942 
BETTER  grades with better papers 
Help with gremrnar editing Expert 
in tech subjects style menuals 
m 
ducting APAS charts
 & graphs 
IBM word 
processing Los Gatos 
South SJ Call 978 7330 7 
days!wk 
CALL





 I 50,page 
Idouble
 specedl Experienced 
Free desk storage C 
eeeeee tmn 
scription 
meltable  Near Almaden 
Emmy  & Branham En 
Guar 
anteed quick return
 on all papers 
Phone 264-4504  
'CONANT's  WORD PROCESSING 




 etc Top 
quality. fest & 





 rates Call Debbie 
a 378 
9845  "  
EDITING/WORD PROCESSING Will as 
sist with gramma formations 





 r eeeee ch 
papers, 
welcome if legible Willow 
Glen area
 
highly experienced Call 
Marcia or J. from 8AM 8PFA no 
biter plaaml 266 9448
  
E X EC 
UTYPE  WORD PROCESSING 
Theses
 
term papers ac Proles 














EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for 
all  your 
typing & word processing needs 
Specializing  in term 
papers re 
ports manuscripts research pa 
pas theses letters 
resumes  le 
0,N...4/personal Grammar & 
spelling 
afinstance C 



















 work de 
  Fur 
yoke typing adding 
& 
composition  












 Ask for  
Berbera
 Rolm by the




























 end mu 
dents 


















For prompt 7 
day re 
sponse. leeoe 










soperlence  all 
types  of pa 
mire 
Clom  to campus 
11 Mock 1 
325  E William St 
10





























































research Mai impor 
tent












Call  988 




























spmed  pica 
typal 






ell your typing needs 
call Perfect 
Impression*  at 996
 3333 Stu 
dent rates located in 
Campbell   
TYPING 
DONE IN MY HOME
 Reasone 
Me rates Call Perrier 
246 563, 
and Peeve 
message   
TYPING 
MY HOME, 
11'pg  Mall or 
bong by to 
395 E Duane A. 
Sunnyvale 




processong  theses reports 
Spa 
ctel rates for SJSU 
students lac 
ulty Resumes 
mad  lists 1408/ 
3775203 
or 14151 493 2200 
em 





















wee  cell Ilse at 267 5247
  
WORD PROCESSING
 student reports 
110 py rotnrinuml
 theses & 
dis  
sertations Also
 mad lists trim 
scription 
work  repetitive letters 
pc system applocarion services 
San Jose wee Joyce, 264
 1029 








mailing lists Cell 8 
& B °Thai 
Services 
14081973 8670  
Rea 
sonable   
          



















    






 on one day 
One Two Three 
Day Days
 Days 
3 Lines 43 
10 $380 44 15 
4 Lines 




 $520 $555 
6 




Each  Additional Line 























bnes $ 40 00 






























Lost 8. Found 
Print


































OR CASH TO 






California  95192 
Classified
 Desk Located 
Outsets  THOM 
 Deadline 
Two  days prior
 to publication 
 
Consecutive  publication



























House  Santa Claus, Robert 
George
 
brought holiday cheer to 
six 
administrations  













 may  not even
 live to 
Christmas.
 
"It's like a religious calling," 
said 
the 62








 Lord gave me 
this dream 
to carry out. . . to give
 as many chil-





This quiet Los 
Angeles suburb of 
palm -lined streets
 is hardly the 
North 
Pole But the





 indeed a 
Santa's  
workshop,  



















it open all the 
time, even on 
the 
weekends,
 with a little
 help from 
Santa's 
helpers
 -- wife Stella,











in a red 
jumpsuit  with 
matching nightcap,








 come and 





 to see 
Santa 
('laus,"  he 
said




Geo( ite decided to 






 - A judge 
. upheld a contempt citation Wednes-
:day against a reporter who inter
 
viewed Cathy Evelyn Smith about 
John Belushi's drug -overdose death. 
saying 
the 




reporters shield law be-
cause
 he is a free-lancer. 
The writer, Christopher Van
 
Ness, who has refused to hand over a 
tape-recording of the telephone inter-
view, was
 not present when Superior 
Court Judge Robert Devich ruled on 
his appeal. 
Van Ness' attorney, Clinton Bai-
ley, 
said his client was unaware he 
was needed for the hearing, at which 
Van Ness was to have turned over the 
tape-recording.
 
Devich, visibly upset, told Bailey 
to summon Van Ness to court later in 
the day, saying: "If he's
 not, you 
may have trouble." 
Van Ness, who arrived later, said 
he would
 continue to appeal the rul 
log, even if he was sent to jail: "I ant 
obligated to take this through the 
courts,
 to the California Supreme 
Court if need be." 
Municipal
 Court Judge 
James 
Nelson, who is presiding over Smith's 
preliminary hearing on a murder 
charge, found Van
 Ness in contempt 
Sept. 26 for 
failing
 to turn over the 20 -
minute  interview. 
Devich
 said Van Ness would ap-




 time, Nelson could 
impose  the 10-day jail sentence and 
81,000  fine he had handed Van Ness. 
The recording allegedly contains 
incriminating statements
 by Smith, a 
former 
backup singer to Canadian re-
cording artist Gordon
 Lightfoot, who 
is charged with
 murdering Belushi 
by injecting him with a fatal 
"speed -




 Montagna said 
the evidence on 
the tape "absolutely
 connects the de-
fendant to the death






how Smith, 38, obtained 
heroin 
and injected 
Belushi 20 In 30 
times 
with it 



















































to playing !Nona 
ears  ago v. lieu he 
said the 
Lord
 spoke to 
him in a 
dream. 
"He told 
me I was 
supposed  to be 
the  real Santa 
and put the 
true 
Christmas  spirit in 









 effort is 
supported 
by 
small  donations and his 
$68-a -month 
military pension. 




members  of a group 
called  
PACE - 
Parents  and 
their  Child's 
Epilepsy - 
come by the workshop 
as 
often as their children's
 health per-
mits.  
"It's a special, 
warm
 and safe 
place for them," said Janet
 Tripet-
Diel, 37,
 vice-president of PACE and 
mother of four. 
"Santa is someone 
who's  always 
loved all children.
 It doesn't matter if 
they have seizures or one eye 
is miss-
ing. I know my 
daughter  realizes that 
and she's grateful." she said. 
George 
brings  cheer to old 
folks,  
too. The patients at Beverly
 Manor 
Convalescent 
Hospital  in Glendale 
were 
thrilled when Santa came call-








 "The other Santas
 
don't 
say  anything." 
Well,
 this Santa said 
plenty. He 
listened to each and every
 Christmas 
request, stopping
 to drop a 
compli-
:tient, kiss a cheek,
 squeeze a hand. 
The  old folks wanted
 everything 
from a nice boyfriend
 and cigarettes 
to dusting 
powder,








 after a I0-year stint 
as a barber. 
He started small 
with a little 
wooden sleigh 





 he and a farmer 
Friend
 built a 42 -foot aluminum sleigh 
around a Chevy motor, complete
 with 
five mechanical reindeer suspended 
up front. 
President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
got word of Santa 
George  and invited 






appointed  him the first offi 
cial presidential 
Santa Claus. 
George remained White House 
Santa for 25 years, serving presidents 
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, 





peace and a 
personal wish. 
Kennedy 
wanted  George's 42
-foot sleigh after 
he 
took  it for a spin down 
Pennsylva-
nia Avenue. 
Johnson  asked for an-
other ranch in Texas. Nixon and 
Ei-
senhower 
both  wanted new hats. 
"I want to 
be buried 
in
 my Santa 
Claus  suit, 
boots 





































 Doc. .Can 
you  come 
























 - AIDS is 
no more 
common
 in California pris-
ons than 
in society as a 
whole, the 
state prison 
system's  health chief 
claimed  Tuesday. But statistics
 ap-
pear  to contradict
 him. 
"We
 are a reflection of 
society," 
said 
Dr. Nadim Khoury, chief
 of 












but  that doesn't 
mean it 




reporters.  "I 
expect  an 
increase but I do not
 expect it to be 
more 
than  in society." 
So far, 
there  have 14 confirmed 
cases




AIDS,  among the 
state's
 47,458 prison inmates.
 Six of 
those 





conditions  but 
have




have been 3 
cases





































:niers ha%  died. Thirteen 
oilers have AIDS -related 
but have not developed the 
mury
 said 
have been 3,056 AIDS 
difornia altogether, and I,
-
mans
 have died 
from the 
























Thursday,  October 












ment is an arts/enter-



































































 rates on 
readings
 
By Gloria J. Debowski 
The San Jose Poetry Center, which 
brings noted
 poets and writers to San Jose to 
read their literature before an audience, is of-
fering a $25 membership to 
students. About 
half of the center's 300 members are SJSU 
students, Alan Soldofsky, director, said. 
Membership entitles 
students  to attend 14 
or 15 literature readings in one year.  
Sol-
dofsky said. The 
price  of admission at the 




 to attend readings at va-
rious
 campus locations, the San Jose Mu-
seum of Art at 110 South 
Market
 St. and the 
Eulipia 
Restaurant
 at 374 South First St. 
"We bring to San Jose and the 
university  
writers of 
national  and international stature, 
Soldofsky  said. "In another era, the univer-
sity itself would have provided this service. 
But those were the days of fat budgets;
 those 
days are past." 
SJSU, however, 
does
 maintain some in-
volvement with the center. The English De-
partment sponsors the poetry center by giv-
ing it office space in the Faculty Office 
building and access to office supplies.  Sol-
dofsky 
said.  It also is co-sponsoring the Ezra 
Pound Centennial Colloquium in 
November.  
Held Nov. 6 through 8 on campus, the 
event will bring noted 
Pound scholars to the 
university  to 
discuss  his 




Century  poets, 
Pound
 is the most 
controversial;  he had a 
lot 
of intensity and
 passion in what











Cantos,"  she 
said.  
Scheduled  to 
be
 at the 
Concert









"the  best 
known  
feminist  















Choosing participants to come to the Eu-
lipia is a little  different than choosing those 
who come 
to
 the university and museum loca-
tions, 
Soldofsky  said. 
The 
Eulipia  reading
 series is 
















for  a fun 
event  that in-
volves  the 
community  
like  bringing
 in the 
police  chief," 
he said. 




will  be at the 
Eulipia 
Restaurant  on 
Oct. 29. 















A daring date 
Rrniming! 
"Hi, it's me," says the boy
 in biology 
class. 
"Oh, hi," 
says the girl 
in history 
class. 
"Picked  a 
movie  for our
 date, 
yet?" 
"Well, I have the paper right in front 
of me. Let me see,. . .'Commando' with 
Arnold Schwarzenegger just opened 
at 
the Mall. Arnie slits countless throats. 
lops off arms,
 even removes the top of an 
enemy soldier's head with a 
saw blade. 
He rips out car seats and hoists a phone
 
booth over his head. Does that sound like 
something?" 
"I'm not sure," says the girl. "He's a 
little too muscle-bound for me. I mean, 
something's gotta' be wrong when his 
upper arm is bigger than his head. 
Anything else?"
 
He scans the newspaper. 
"Teen Wolf' is playing. It's a sappy 
comedy about a basketball player who 
grows a 
heavy  coat of fur and long yellow 
talons, turns into a werewolf, and. . ." 
"Never mind,"
 says the girl. 
"What's 
at
 the new theater? 
"The ad shows Chuck Norris with 
guns and bombs and tanks chasing 
communist terrorists out of our country, 
'keeping America free.' Invasion 
U.S.A.' even used over 70 stuntmen for 
the 
action.  I can't belive the millions of 
dollars  the film industry pours into 
making pictures for our entertainment." 
"Sounds likes












not  sure if it's a horror film or a 
comedy It's 
about  a teenage boy who 
suspects a vampire has 




 the girl." 
"Well, there's always 'American 
Ninja.' The final 
encounter  is good, 
especially since the 'Black Star Ninja" 
has flamethrowers, laser 
beams  and 
machine
 guns up his sleeve. Reminds me 
of 'Rambo, First Blood," in which 
Sylvester
 Stallone with a submachine 
gun and hand grenades incineratees, 
stabs, shoots and
 strangles unarmed 
peasants
 to death." 
"And then we have 'Return of the 
Living Dead,' continues the boy. "The ad 





"I have an 
idea,"  says the boy. "Why  
don't we just go out dancing instead" 















 to mind. 
Viewing a movie, 






 a source of solitary
 
entertainment and 
now  is one of the best 
seasons for it. 
It's muggy
 outside, neither 
summer  
nor winter. The energy
 level is low and 
school is dragging 
on slowly with 
heavy  
legs, crawling 
toward  that two day 
vacation in distant
 November. The 
football team 
is
 uninspiring and 
midterms 
are, too. No one 
is
 really in the 
mood
 for anything. 
So, pick up a 
book and let 
your
 mind 
venture  into another 
world for a while. 
Leave your 
textbooks  for when 
you have 
to study and pick 
up
 that dusty 
paperback  you picked 
up
 for a dollar at 
the 




 your being into
 the 
wonderful
 world of print, where 
anything 
and everything is possible. 
Rid  your 
mind of the 
pressures
 that school can 
bring. 
Forget  your schoolwork, your 
boyfriend  or girlfriend, 
your  cranky 
clutch or loose 
carburetor.  Divest 
yourself








 your mind and 
prepare
 
it for the 
things  that take a 
heavy
 toll on 
that 




subject  that 
you
 find 
interesting. One doesn't 
always
 have to 
choose the works of 
Mann,  Tolstoy or 
Shakespeare. 
Sometimes
 reading the 
latest 
trashy  biography or 
autobiography  
can do wonders. 
Try  "Past Imperfect" 
by Joan
 Collins for a change 
of pace. It 
may make you glad 




public eye. You don't 
have  to read about 
toxic 
waste  or world hunger. It's alright 
to read something 
light. You may want to 
balance
 your reading of trash with 
Chinese philosophy or graphic novels of 
the human spirit by 
Solzhenitsyn.
 
Whatever the subject, reading will let 
you  escape. 
It 
is
 usually more stimulating to read 
a story or novel and then see to it as a 
film. Can "The Black Cat" by Edgar 
Allan Poe be as good on film 
as it is 
imagining the story of suspence?
 
Imagination, when reading, can be 
stretched into personal territories that no 
director can ever reach. 
Reading can prepare you better for a 
movie, too."Gorky Park" by 
Martin  
Cruz Smith is great to read, then seeing 
the movie is a 
pleasure  because it's 
easier to understand. 
Shatter
 your routine. Think of 
reading as boon your cultural
 
enrichment, Fiction, non-fiction; 
Esquire,  National 
Geographic;
 


























Would you like to take off for 
a weekend in New 
York. to stay 
in a posh hotel, be treated to the 
best 
comedy clubs and restau-
rants,  plenty of Miller Lite 
Beer.  
and have all 
expenses  paid? 
Well,  two SJSU students did
 
just that the first





 junior, and 
Romeo  Esparrago, senior, were 
treated to a 
New  York fling by 
the Miller Brewing
 Company 
this summer, after Tandoc won
 
the 
local,  then the national 
sweepstakes
 drawing held at 
Miller's first promotional 
Lite 
Beer Comedy Connections 
held
 







were  distributed to each 
campus). 
The local prize Tandoc won 
was 
two  
denim  jackets 
with 
Miller Lite insignias and two 
polo shirts. This event 
was held 
at SJSU on April 19 last semester 
as part of 
the comedy series 
sponsored by the Associated Stu-
dents 
Program  Board. 
What's funny is that Tandoc 
did not even attend the event
 or 
know that his name was entered 
until he was notified that he had 
won. His friend, sophomore Ar-
nold Argao, entered Tardoc's 
name in the sweepstakes for fun. 
"I was doing it as a joke," 
said  18-year -old Argao. "I never 
put much thought into it." 
Argao didn't enter his own 
name because the 
winner  had to 
be 19 years old ( New York City's 








but left after a year, 
asked his other friend who was 
of legal age. 
Esparrago
 ( who's 
never been east 
of Reno, Nev. ) 
to go with him. 
After being 
sent
 $250 in ad-
vance for trip-spending 
money, 
the two left
 from San Jose 
Air-




 by Gail Welnak, a represen-
tative from Miller 




 no trouble iden-





try to  have 
the 
New York cab 
experience. 
They 






her  I'd be wearing 
blue 
and white Hawaiian shorts 
and a 
gumby sweatshirt," Tan-
doc said. He said that people in 
the airport looked at him and 
seemed 
to
 be thinking "Okay, 
you're from California. We know 
that." 
Welnak and the two were 
driven in a Lincoln 
Continental  
to the posh 
Grand  Hyatt Hotel in 
Manhattan, where they were 




 Tandoc and 
Esparrago found a 10 ft. by 3 ft. 
banner stretched across
 the 
room that said, "Miller Lite Wel-
comes Chris Tandoc 'The Com-
edy Connection' Sweepstakes 
Winner." Two ice 
buckets filled 
with Miller Lite and regular 
Miller beer also awaited them. 
"The main act was the black 
guy from Policy Academy who 
made all the sound 
effects ( Mi-
chael Winslow)," Tandoc said. 
Of course, the drink to order 
during the weekend was Miller. 
"I never drank it (Miller 
beer) before then, but I do now," 
said Tandoc. 
When they got back to the 
hotel, they couldn't sleep, so 
they timidly checked out the sub-
way and 
the nearby empty 



























































































Tandoc  was 
especially  
anxious to see 
this store, since 
he's been 
working






















-and -a -half 
floors!" 
Welnak took








 and saw 
showcase items
 in the 
restau-
rant 








album  and 
Prince's  
purple jacket. 
But, their biggest attraction 
at the 
restaurant  









































still  though 
she 
was beautiful.
 "We didn't 
want
 to bother 





























was  the 






 having a ball 
at new downtown club 
By Eugene A. Castillo 
There is a new club in town 
that gets as much respect as Rod-
ney 
Da







 The Time Out
 
Sports Bar 
and Cafe. It is 
hidden  
away on III N. 
Market St. on the 
second 
floor  of the Great Western 
Bank building. 
Open 
every day except Sun-
day. the grill offers an 
atmosphere  








































































4:30  p.m. 
and  
ends






 this Unit. are 9n 
cents. 
Food
 is available until 9 
p.m. each night except 
Mondays  
when the club
 will stay open until 
the game ends.
 
On Wednesday, the grill has an 
open 
comedy  night that lets any-
one who thinks he or she is 
funny  
get up and perform on stage. 
Thursday
 night is 








for  $1.25 
during  the 
entire 
evening. 








 Island Ice 
Teas









Friday and Saturday 
nights the atmosphere at the 
Sports 
Bar  is the same as at most 
other clubs.with the exception that 
a band is 
provided both evenings. 
There is a dance floor, but it tends 






establishment  is 
the  cover charge. 
There is 




 provided, I 
found this to be the most appealing 











































lip,,,Werknights   I - 







Bennigan's of California 
M -F 7-10:30 
M -F 
11-4  
Santa Clara's newest restaurant 
Featuring: Excellent food, good drinks, 
and an exciting atmosphere. 




Champagne  Brunch 
 Outstanding 
Lunches  & Dinner 
We 
even
 offer special occasion
 
birthday 











4150 Great America 






































































John  Ramos 
WALK
 DOWN INTO the 
basement  lounge and you 
will see Aixa Figueroa, a 
first grade teacher from San Jose, 
and Jesus 
Luna, Bugalu's disc 
jockey cling together, hold their 
right hands high above them, gy-
rate their arms, hips 
and knees, 
while shifting their feet back and 
forth side to side. Occasionally 
they will pull 
apart  and go into 
disco routines, swinging and spin-
ning 
around  the half -empty dance 
floor. It is early at the restaurant 
and lounge 
Bugalu  and they have 
room to manuever. 
In a ten minute drive from 
SJSU, at Capitol Expressway and 
2689 Story Road you can be at the 
door step of Bugalu, one of the hot-
test salsa night clubs in the Bay 
Area.
 
In previous years, the 
Bugalu,  
under 




mariachi,  folk and ro-
mantic ballads) music 
geared to 




 populated with 
His-
panics, said 
owners Eddy and 
Amado Gonzalez. 
Three  years ago he co-man-
aged the lounge and 
16 months ago 
he bought out the owners, estab-
lished a 
legitimate  salsa club and 
brought salsa to San Jose. 
"When I moved
 to San Jose 
from New York six years ago, 
there were no 
salsa  clubs here and 
I had encouraged Eddy and 
Amado to start a 
club," Figueroa 
said. 
The Bugalu is located a short 
distance from some of the
 poorest 
neighborhoods in San Jose, but by 
offering
 patrons good salsa music, 
service and 
fair prices, it has de-
veloped a reputation
 for a peaceful 
r 
1=1 MI 
I= I= =NM 










































 as well as the hottest 
salsa
 club in San Jose, Eddy Gon-
zalez said. 
"I know of 
people  who come to 
San Jose from Los
 Angeles and 
drop 
in
 because they've heard 
about 
the  Bugalu," Eddy Gonzalez 
said. 
When some of her female 
friends suggested coming to Bu-
galu 
after dinner at  a 
Campbell  
restuarant, 
Rosie  (no last name -
she'll get in trouble with her hus-
band), a regular at the club, said 
she argued against it because
 the 
lounge was in 
East
 San Jose. But 
now, she's there at least once a 
week. 
"We're like a family here at 
the Bugalu, we all get along and 
the men here are good 
salsa danc-
ers," Rosie said. 
"Salsa developed from the 
Latin dances cha-cha, 
mambo,  pa-
chinga, some disco,
 and Latin jazz 
and originated




The influx of Latinos
 from 
Puerto  Rico, New 
York,  and Cen-
tral America Ws 
increased  the de-
mand for salsa music in the Bay 
Area, said Louis 
Carranza,  percus-







 the club is packed 
with peo-
ple from throughout
 the Bay Area 
who 






packed lounge salsa 
dancers
 into a frenzy. 
Singer Dones, 
who  has been 
performing 
Latin music for over 30 
years, moves the 
dance  crowd 
with lyrics that 
tell  a story, backed 
up by 
the hot rhythmic salsa 





and Amado Gonzalez will 
hold a salsa contest at 
Bugalu.
 It is 
currently in it's fifth week. The 
nine winning couples will salsa -off 
in the semifinals
 where the win-
ners will get a free trip to Puerto 
Vallarta and 
second  price will be a 
trip to Reno, Eddy said. 
And into the night
 at that small 
crowded basement lounge in east 
San Jose, the 
music  keeps blaring 
and the lovers cling and the danc-
ers swing  all moving to the hot 
salsa music that makes the body 
want to shift, slide, sway and 
swivle
 all night long. 
Salsa  disco is played Wednes-
day through Sunday from 8 p.m. to 
2 a.m. on Thursday and during 





















-Ladles  Night -$2 Ice Tees 
SAT . -Mergerites-$1.50












 N. Sea Poke St. 
279-4330  
By
 Gloria J. Debowski 
Heart's Ann and Nancy Wilson 
have changed their image;
 fortu-
nately, their
 style of music is stay-
ing the same. The Wilson sisters 
have vamped 
it up with a 
new  
spirit 
of sexuality  in hair and 
dress, a departure from their 
"Magic Man" days of long hair 
and 
simplicity.  But, they are keep-
ing 




















Of the four cuts featured as 
singles, two are ballads, "What 
about Love?" and 
"These 
Dreams." "Nothing at All," is a 
little more upbeat and "If Looks 























































 vocals. Nancy's 
voice is a weaving of clarity and a 
soft Pnd beautiful and one of 
the 
best on the 
album. A 
mystical  
quality  is heard in 
lyrics and 
music. 
Darkness  on the edge 
shadows where I 
stand 
watch 
for  the time 
on a 
watch with no 
hands. 
I want to see you clearly 
come closer








moves  at a 
quicker 
pace
 than the 
other bal-
lads.
 While it is 












There is nothin' at all in the song to 
set it apart from any other musi-
cians'
 music. 
"If Looks Could Kill," is good, 

























If looks could kill 
you'd be lying on the floor; 
you'd be 
begging
 me please, 
please, 
baby don't hurt 
me no more. 
If looks could kill 
you'd be reeling from the pain; 
and 
you'd  never lie again 
if looks could kill. 
Most of the album supports the 
four 
promoted
 singles, although 
"Shell Shock" made me feel like I 
was shell shocked. It is too 
much  of 
a 
screamer.  
Occasional  featuring of key-
boards adds variety to the strong 
play of guitar and drums. Overall, 
the album is a good, 
strong
 compi-
lation of music and lyrics. It offers 
a slight overdose of drums in a few 
songs, but never
 too much of Ann's 
voice. As she says in "What about 
Love?" she only wants to share it 











The staff of the
 oldest student 
magazine 
west of the 
Mississippi
 
River,  SJSU's Reed 
Magazine,  is 
looking  for poetry, 
short  fiction 
stories and 
visual art of 
literary  
quality
 from students 
and  alumni. 
"The












veyed in the 
work."  said Stephen 










 the artist, 
but  it 
should not be 
propaganda 



















 to submit 




















The  class 











































































































 must be 
black and 




 and unique 
with good 
composition,  Davis 
said. 
Specific guidelines
 in each cat-
egory are 
posted








magazine  offers 
students  
from 
all  university 





 magazine and 








screened  by three 
committees,  one 
in 
each category,
 and the final
 
works
 are picked by 




























programs  on 
campus. Last 











issue  of 
Reed 
Magazine
 is on 
































Rice,  Beans, 
Salad  
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Drinks  





















































If there is an 
underlying theme 
to the songs, it is the ambiguities 
and complexities of love,
 as inter-
preted by lead vocalist/songwriter 
Kevin Hunter. 
However, most of the
 songs 
suffer from a certain lack of vari-
ety in execution and tempo. How 
much of this is due to Peter Mau-
nu's 
clean but spare production or 
to Hunter's ambiguous lyrics or 
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 COUPON GOOD 
FOR $1 




 5 30pm M 
78:Iirrtrl' 1;3)rfZurat 
Introducing 
the Sorbets & Ice Creams 
of France 
 











Present this ad, and you will 
receive 2 for the 
price of 1 
on small and medium 
size portions. 
Offer expires 10-31-85 
One per customer






N THE TYPICAL American tradition, the ninth an-
nual Italian Festival attracted people from all ethnic 
backgrounds. People came by bus, by car and on 
foot 
to the gala cultural event, hosted by the Italian American 
Heritage Foundation (I.A.H.F.) last Saturday and
 Sun-
day in 
downtown San Jose at the City Plaza Park on Mar-
ket Street, between San Fernando and San Carlos streets. 
Red, white and green, the colors of Italy's flag, deco-
rated the vending booths, the stages, and the T-shirts, 
hats and pins that people had bought and worn at the festi-
val. Everyone greeted each other saying, ciao and buena 
sera (good day). 
The food booths were decorated as building facades to 
create Old World Ristorantes.Ge/ateria(Ice  Cream 
Shop), Calamari Fritte (Fried
 Calamari), Dolce (sweets 
or pastries), Birra ( beer ) and Vino were some of the titles 
indicating 
what
 food was sold, for approximately
 
$1.  
$3.50,  at each of the booths. Beside each of the ristorante 
titles were the prices in lire (Italian denominations of 
money) and in American dollars. 
"We start
 working with the city right away and then 
we start taking
 applications for booths around April," 
Rose Santanocito, director of I.A.H.F.
 festival informa-
tion, said. The coordinators try not to schedule more than 
one booth with 
the same food or the same craft items. 
Santanocito said. John DiVincenzi, I.A.H.F. Festival 
chairman, did most of the organizing with the city while 
his wife, Lona, conducted the actual activities 
and  works 
with the vendors
 in the festival. 
The decorations, the types of food offered at about 30 
booths and the 
other craft vendors were part of the festi-
val's forte, which is to be like the festivals that still hap-
pen today in Italy. The main difference between Italy's 
festivals versus San 
Jose's Italian Festival is that festi-
vals in Italy almost always honor 
a saint, but San Jose's 
Italian 
Festival  honors Columbus Day. 
Consequently, the wine glasses 
that  people could buy 
and later
 use for refills of wine said, "Always the 
first  
weekend in October," 
around the emblem of the 
I.A.H.F.  
Obviously, the Italian 
heritage was most popular on 
Oct. 5 and 6. The Italian Festival is the 
only Bay Area fes-
tival 




 by SJSU's music professor 
Irene Dalis, who 
also is the
 executive director of the San 
Jose Opera 
Theatre. Ron 
Ealy,  host of the St. Claire Hilton's
 Opera 
Nite on Sundays, belted out 
"0 Sole Mio" with eloquently 
spoken Italian inflections to 









Dominic  Giusto, 
who performs 
in
 a nightclub 
called 
Cats  in Los 
Gatos,
 sang and 
played  the piano 
on 
Sunday afternoon
 and was the 







 at stage two 
across from the 
Bank of America 
building.  He sang 
parts  
of "Volare"
 in both Italian and
 English. 
A 50 -year alumna of SJSU 
was  part of the Italian Fes-
tival 
entertainment.  Evelyn Cavala McGrath is 
part  of 
The Friends of Opera 




other  two stages presented 
entertainment  from 
local performing art 
groups. There were young tap
 danc-
ers, jazz dancers and street
 dancing performers on these 
stages, along with some 
talented
 young singers. Stage 
two, keeping with more authentic 
Italian entertainment, 
had the folk dance called "La Tarantella." 
There were 240,000 people who attended the 1964 festi-
val and it was estimated that 2,000 more people attended 
this year's testis,( than last year's. As Ealy, the opera 
singer,
 said, "This is a family affair and I hope you all  
enjoy !wing 





















val   
honors
 













Caliccehio,  one 
year 
















throws a bocci ball. 
Dominic 
Dorretta  proudly 
shows




 named Lucio 
draws  
attention from the 
crowd  
and  Bryan 
Golden,
 10 years 
old, shares



















Schwarzenegger tries new role 
By 
Phil 













his newest film, 
Conan  cum Terminator
 cum dear -old
-dad
 
Schwarzenegger  has introduced
 a facet of his 
personality  hitherto 
unguessed  by all 
but the most 




 is neither 
a murdering 
nomad
 nor a futuristic
 killing machine.
 Instead, he has
 become the 
perfect
 father, enjoying
 an idyllic 






 through the 
backwoods  of California.
 Schwarzeneg-
ger, as retired
 Army Colonel 
John  Matrix, is the 
model father, 
sharing all of his 
time  with Jenny and 
even smiling in his 
best fa-
therly way
 (rather like Jaws)
 when he sees a 
heart that says "I 
love
 you," taped to 
the refrigerator. 
For this movie, 
though,  using 
a real 
human heart, rather
 than paper, would 
have been more ap-
propriate.  
The
 nice guy 
Schwarzenegger  has tried
 to become lasts 
no 
longer  than ten 
minutes,  disappearing







kidnap  Jenny, he 
reverts once 





Terminator"  such a 
hit. 
His daughter, he discovers, has 
been  taken by people serving a 
South American 
president
-in -exile whom he helped to depose.
 Now 
El Presidente, played well by Dan
 Hedaya, is using Jenny to make 
Matrix kill 
the  man in power in his country of 







stewardess  to help him 
out  I incorporate both 
his  brute 
strength and 
his charming wit, as he keeps
 everyone entertained 
with his one-liners
 while 86 people die 
on screen. 
To get his 
daughter  back, Matrix goes on a killing
 spree, taking 
on a small army on an 
island
 fortress off the coast of 
Santa  Bar-
bara. Who
 wins? Find out for yourself, but
 go prepared to laugh. 
When one man takes on 
more  than 100, the methods of 
killing are 
sometimes gory, sometimes ingenious and 
nearly always funny. 
One scene in the 
film  tells it all. As Schwarzenegger
 squares 
off against a special forces green-beretin a 
hotel  room, his kidnap-
ped stewardess looks on: 
Bad 
guy:"This  green -beret's going to kick 
your ass.' 
Schwarzie:"I eat green
-berets for breakfast." 
Stewardess :"I don't believe 
all this macho bulls---!" 








By Shannon Rasmussen 
In just an 
hour and a half, one 
can fall in love with a 
teenage
 girl 
named Natty, her companion wolf 
Jed, and learn the hardships of the 
1930s in the newly released Walt 





This film is not just another 
I 
ne of Disney's movies with a 
"Lassie" dog or the dreamy life of 
a "hero kid"  
this
 is much more. 
For one, the dog isn't really a 
dog, "he's a wolf," and two, the kid 
doesn't have a Disney life as 
she  
faces the odds in a journey across 
the country in a desolate and de-
pressing 1935 America in search of 
her father. 
Starring 14-year -old new-
comer Meredith Salenger as the 
iii 
I 
 brave and spirited young 
girl  
Natty Gann, the movie takes the 
audience 
on several train rides 
with hobos, to a bloody dog fight, 
through a devastating mountain 
train wreck and through the most 
beautiful terrain 
in the United 
States. 
In this real -life American 
fable, director Jeremy Kagen 
("The Chosen") lets the audience 
think they are the ones traveling 
cross-country in search of their fa-
ther, and not Natty. 
As jobs were scarce in 1935, 
when Natty's father must take a 
job in the state of Washington at a 
lumber camp and leaves his 
daughter behind, the audience un-
derstands. He writes a "Dear 
Natty, I'll send for you," letter and 
goes off in a confused and upset 
state, making the difficult decision 
to leave his daughter with their 
apartment landlady, who coin-
cidentally dislikes children. 
But Natty
 can't wait for her fa-
ther to sed for her, so she sets off 
on her 
loll.











YOGURT   
 ICE 
CREAM  














L.   
back, her empt) wallet and a 
locket with mom and dad's 
ture. 
En route to her destiny, Natty 
forms a special relationship with a 
full-grown wolf who she
 saved dur-
ing a dog fight. The dog fight was a 
bit too 




becomes  her protec-
tive companion in her trek across 
the 
wilderness  through rain, 
snow and sunshine.
 
Harry Slade (John Cusack, 
best known for 
"The
 Sure Thing") 
portrays the young drifter who 
Natty grows 
very  fond of. He 
comes to her aid during a police 
raiI
 in a small 
hobo camp. 
While Natty is fighting against 
the odds on her timeless journey, 
her 
guilt -ridden father ( Ray Wise, 
best known for "Swamp Thing") is 
working as a 
treetopper in Seattle, 
trying to make a better life for 
himself and 
his daughter. 
During  her 
travel, 
Natty  faces 
the worst 
of
































makes  the film a 
seven
 




 emotions such as 
the primal bond 
between parent 
story that can be 
taken seriously, 
at least
 to a certain point.
 
However, the film does overdo 
one wildnerness
 scene when Nat 
ty's wolf brings her 


















 has  
matches 
with  her and 
knows  exac-
tly how to skin and





kid learns how 
to do in her 
hometown of Chicago. 
The 
dangers,  the experiences, 
the goodbye to the wild 
wolf and 
the reunion 
of father and daughter 
are all reasons to check this adven-
ture out. It's not like any Disney 
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Sat 
p.m 
Dishes   Oa Chan 
-is 
 




Tacos  Oid 
,asniened Milkshakes  
Onion Rings  Chili  
salads   Nachos  
Mud 
Pie  Chnken 
Burgers   
margantas 







  Pancakes  
Waffles  french Toast 
 Turf Club 
Banquet 
Facilittes  Open 7 
;*!S"'S 
days a week for Break 



















Chuck Norris film 'Invasion
 
By Eric Stanion 
Hold
 on to your blackbelts 
folks, Chuck Norris is back, this 




 this is good 
news 





 films, its defi-
nitely a 
bummer.  If you like sense-
less violence, unending action 
and 
horrid acting,
 then dig out
 $4.50 




Group, Inc.) is about  can you 
guess  terrorists 
that attack the 
United States. After all, as 
we 
learned
 from John Mulius'
 "Red 
Dawn," no 
foreign army has ever 
invaded
 U.S. soil. 
Several hundred terrorists 




the U.S. invasion of Iwo 
Jima and spread out around the 
country,
 wreaking havoc every-
where they go. Try not to wonder 
how a bunch of U-boats could land 
without  being 




 the Coast 





of the terrorists, 
Rostov ( Richard Lynch) is as 
nasty as terrorists come, and leads 
the 
assualt  on an unsuspecting 
America. 
In the meantime, Hunter ( Nor-
ris), an ex -CIA agent, is retired 
and living happily in the Florida 
swamps. What a character, this 
Hunter. He has a pet armadillo 
and wrestles gators and insists 
that he will not come out of retire-
ment to stop Rostov. 
Whered he 
get an armadillo, anyway? 
Guess what? Hunter is con-
vinced  to return to action when 
Rostov tries to kill him. After all, 
Rostov suffers from recurring 
nightmares about
 the time when 
Hunter beat the hell out of him. 
However, Rostov misses and kills 
Hunter's buddy and 
wounds  the ar-




Chuck Norris gets mad? Bad guys 
start dying violently
 and the bad 
lines
 get spewed out like split -pea 
soup from Linda Blair. 
For in-
stance, 
in an early confrontation
 
with a terrorist, Hunter
 knocks 
III
 silly, but 
when the guy starts 
to get back 
up,  Hunter 
warns  him : 
"You
 come back 
in here and 
I'll  
give 
you  so many lefts 
that  you'll 
be praying for a right." 
Or,  as Norris is about to 
head 
off
 on hunt for Rostov,
 a fellow 
agent wishes him luck. 
"See 
you in hell." 
"I'll send you a 





 is Norris' 
most violent film to date, if you 
can believe it. Rostov is 
a ruthless 
bum who kills innocent Americans 
at every opportunity. 
At one point 
he and his men 
venture  down a 
"typical"  American street and 




But, Rostov has a lesson  for all 
of us to learn in the 
process.  "They 
(Americans) 
don't  understand the 
nature 
of
 their own freedom. 
They're their own worst enemy but 
they don't even know it." 
Well, Rostov 
gets his  with a 
bazooka. 
You'll










 20th Century 
Fox film 
starring  two-time 
Aca-
damy 
Award  winner 
Meryl  Streep, 
has plenty  
of
 problems. 





(Streep), a World 
War II freedom -
fighter 
in the French 
Resistance  
who uses and 
manipulates people 
in
 a futile attempt










 story of a 
d woman who 
cannot  
find satisfaction
 in a plentiful 
world, Australian director 
Fred 
Schepisi has 
formulated a film 
that
 is terribly hard 




many  questions un-
answered.
 
The film takes Streep's 
char-
acter from tirne to time and 
place 
to place with no explanation as to 
how she got there.
 And no matter 
where Susan
 goes, she comes 
to 
the same conclusion,





here  is that Su-
san's constant
 jumps in time and 
stature are hard to 
believe  and rid 
the
 film of any continuity. One mo-
ment she's 
broke and living in 
Brussels  and the next 
shes
 a well-
off London executive. How? Sure, 
she's a strong-willed go-getter, but 
Schepisi leaves 
it
 at that and 
forces us to do the same, which is 
terribly unsatisfying. 
Susan 




 With the 
end 
of
 the war she is sure that the 
world 
will





don't live up to her 
expectations,  




ple and jumping in and out of the 
sack at a 
moments
 notice. 
Needless to say, Sting 
turns  
out to be the most 
enjoyable  part of 
the 
film. Sting, the 
lead
 singer of 
The Police, 
who has who was a 
waste  in "Dune" and 
"The  Bride," 
has his best 
moments on the 
screen
 to date. 
"Plenty" seems 
to be nothing 
more than a vehicle for 
Streep to 
rack up her 
third  Oscar. Playing a 
selfish woman who 
pursues her 
ideals regardless









does not rank up 
there with her ac-
complishments
 in "Soohie's 
Choice" or "Kramer vs. Kramer.''  
"Plenty" is playing at Cinema 
150 in Santa 
Clara.



















Sometimes,  you need to 
go
 to a 
movie for the 
sheer pleasure of 
ting in a dark room with 
strangers. 




Romero's  latest zombie 
party.  
I.
 of the Dear  
"We been 
punished
 by the creator, 
punished  
Pr our 
sins.  He visited a curse 
on 
us 
so we might get a look
 at what 
hell was like.
 Maybe he didn't 
wanna see us blow
 ourselves up 
and put 
a big hole in His sky. 
Maybe He 
just wanted to 
show
 us 
He was still the boss
 man. Maybe 
He figured we 
was gettin' too big 
for our britches tryin' to figure 
His 
stuff out."  Terry
 Alexander 
(said in a 
Jamaican  accent), 
as 
John.  
Now, how could you not like 
a 




of the Dead" 
is Rome-
ro's third "living
 dead" project, 
anI
 
it has all the 
components  a 
good living 
dead  film should 
have:  
blood, intesfines
 and internal or-
gans plopping out of body 
cavities; 











 of the Lost"; and 










all adds up to a 
good  time for 
anyone  not on a 




 of pregnancy. 
What
 really sets 
I.
 of the 




"Night of the Living Dead" and 
I.
 of the Dead," is the ap-
pearance of a lovable zombie. Bub, 
as he 






















said  Bub was a 
challenge 
for  him. 
"I 





of a pet, like
 a dog 
cocking
















-out -of -cheek gore. 
Sim* put, 
I.
 of the Dead"
 
is brilliantly bad. It's so bad you'll 
either love it or you'll walk out 
ready to chuck your cookies. And 
you'll get to sit with strangers in a 
dark  room. 
"Day of the Dead" 
is playing 
in San Jose 
at the Meridian Quad, 
Saratoga  6, Century Almaden,
 Ca-
pitol Square and 
Capitol Drive -In. 
Halley's Comet E. 
socmi PACIFIC DISCOVERY 
Lee Conneaw Professor of Astronomy at 
Foothill College will be 
your  tour leader 
21 DAYS 
 MAR. 26-APRIL IS. 1986 
'2,895 r(I.Pirc 
AUSTRALIA  REM ZEALAND  FIJI 




pante,. transfers. baggage 
handling. guides 
& adrrusston lees. smhtsee 
ing program. 
special events. air conditioned 
motor coach. prolessional tour manager 
telescopes and viewing equipment 
For Brochure & Further Information 
CALL: 4408) 255-0568 
Ask for Colette or Cheryl 
COLETTE TRAVEL SERVICE 
1550 Borat000-Sonnyvale Rd 
San Jo. 
Pitchers



















By Shannon Rasmussen 
The lights were dimmed, 
the  
stage was black and then. . . 
"The performers will make 
this evening a night to remem-
ber," said SJSU President Gail 
Fullerton at the fifth annual Uni-
versity Night at the San Jose Cen-





 special guest 
and local singer and dancer, began 
"that night to remember" in a pur-
ple glitter and ruffled dress, danc-
ing on stage in a whirl of action. 
She sang songs such as "Rhythm 
'This 
is




ever get it finished.' 
 
Rich  Little, 
comedian 
of the Night," "Smoke Gets in your 
Eyes" and "I 
Got the Music in 
Me," with emotion and energy. 
"You're all here to see one 
heck of a 
show,"  said Leigh Weim-
ers, San Jose Mercury News col-
umnist and 
master of ceremonies 
in his welcome speech. According 
to the 
audience's  reception, Mul-
cahy and celebrity Rich Little did 
their job at 
entertaining.  
Once Mulcahy set a mood with 
one song, she set 
another  with a 
different one. Providing a variety 
of musical talent and taste, Mul-
cahy changed into a gold shimmer-
ing jumpsuit and  danced away 
with six professional dancers, 
while singing 1960 
melodies  includ-
ing "Up, Up and Away ins 
Beauti-
ful Balloon," "Sonny," and 
"Downtown."  
"I thought she was 
absolutely  



























king  of mim-
icry,  Rich 
Little. 
The 














his  own words 
to the tune, 
"If I could
 Talk to the 
Animals."  
"I'm delighted
 to be here 
for 
the 
fundraiser  and I'm
 even more 
delighted
 to be back




 said.'This is 
a won-
derful
 little city, if 
they ever get 
it 
finished,"
 and the 




















Sinatra  to 
Richard 
Nixon.  
In a short 
scene  called 
"Sick of 





















only  did 
Little 
sound  like 
























was  the 
mediator  

























































































 at the 
Oct.  4 University 
Night. 
Way."  
Little performed what he said 
was his all-time favorite little guy. 
With a banjo in the background, 
Kermit the Frog from "The Muir 
pet Show" sang with Little. Little 
talked with the puppet he held, in-
terchanging  voices like the profes-
sional he is. 
But  that wasn't all. Then there 
was the finale. Little stripped him-
self of his blue bow tie and jacket, 
his white shirt
 unbuttoned to the 
chest, impersonating Tom Jones in 
one of his songs. The crowd 
whis-
tled and clapped well after Little 
left the stage. 














sport of the 
mind." 
comes  to SJSU 
today  and is 
one 
of the events 
sponsored  and 
scheduled 
by Student Union Pro-
grams this fall. 
The College 
Bowl is a question 
and 
answer game that was 
for-
merly on national
 television and 
radio.  
"It's much harder than 'Triv-
ial Pursuit." It 
really  is an intel-
lectual




quiz covers arts, music, literature 
and
 science topics, she said. 
It is 
now played in university 
tournaments
 across the nation. 
After  intramural matches are 
played, 
university teams are se-
lected to go to 
regional  competi-
tions




 if they win. 
Today's game at 12:30 p.m. in 
the
 S.U. Upper Pad is an exhibition 
match between 
last  year's SJSU 
team and a team of faculty and 
staff. 
SUPRO 
has another event 
scheduled for this 
week.  Tomor-
row, 














In the following two 
weeks 
SUPRO will continue 
their Noon 
Jazz 




 and the 
Randy 
Masters
 Band Oct. 23 
in the 
S. U . Amphitheater. 






 will take place










 the next 
big 
SUPRO 
event  is the 
annual 
Christmas
 Faire, to 
be held from 
Dec. 2 
to Dec. 6. 
The event 
will feature a 
coffee 
and cake 
house  in the S.U.. 
Most  of 
the 
entertainment



























S. Winchester Blvd . S J 
866-0220  
1600 Saratoga 










lights and then the 
crowd 
walked to 
McCabe  Hall in down-
town San Jose for a 
reception. 
In a 
festive mood, alumni, fac-
ulty, students and 
people  from all 
over the area 
joined  in the post -
show 






food and wine. 
"I think 
people  had a 
wonder-
ful time. Both 
Mulcahy and Little 
were fabulous. I think













who  was 
in charge





Night)  is 
what 
expected.
 It was 
very good.
 My 



























































































































































































October  10, 
1985  
Guests 
dine at the EA Maghreb 


















 culture exists less 
than one mile away from SJSU.
 
Certainly, 
San  Jose has a 
generous
 
mix of cultures 
already.  Alas, a 
more unique 
and exotic dining 
ex-
perience is found at El 
Maghreb 
Moroccan Restaurant
 at 145 W. 
Santa
 Clara St., at the


















































































































































































































 to the 
rhythm 
of the 











called  the 
veil 
















































SPECIAL  EVENT 
ENTERTAINMENT
 
Male Dancers for 
Bachelorette  Parties 
Birthdays and













to read and 
decide  upon with an 
open mind because the 
descrip-
tions of each dish only state that 
there are 
sauces and spices. One 
delightfully discovers the variety 
of 
preparations for Moroccan cui-
sine, the fashion in which one con-
sumes it and the entertainment 
that's typical for the Moroccan 
culture. It is all worth the approxi-
mately $16.00 cost for each meal; 





Intriguing and enticing for 
Americans are these unfamiliar
 
Moroccan dining traditions that 
every out -going person should ex-
perience at El Maghreb. 
El 
Maghreb  Moroccan 
Restau-
rant  is open from 
5:30 p.m. to 
10
 
p.m. seven days a 
week. 
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cover   food, 
dance
 
and soaps are 
the 
fare 
By Eugene A. Castillo 
San 
Jose
 has a new library in 
town,
 but at this place you won't 
find any books, card 
catalogs  or 
head 
librarian. 




 St., The 
Library 




 has been aban-
doned  for years. But
 its looks are 
deceiving.
 The Library offers 
cas-
ual dining, 
take-out  food, dancing 
and 
even
 soap operas. 
The Library is open daily from 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
 as a delicatessen. 
It offers 
soups,  hot and cold sand-













 it's looks 
are deceiving.' 
meals. The prices are reasonable 
when compared with other delica-
tessens and the
 place is clean. 
If you like to watch soaps, the 
Library caters to you by playing 
your  favorite soaps from noon to 3 
p.m. daily on its big screen tele-
vision. 
Besides showing soaps, the 
Library can use its satellite dish to 
pick up lots of stations you are not 
normally 
used to watching. 
The Library also offers danc-
ing for $3 per person from 9 p.m. to 
1:30 a.m. every Wednesday 
through 
Saturday. 
The club looks small from the 
outside, yet inside it is big with a 
large  dance floor. The stereo sys-
tem is clear but very loud, almost 
to 
the point of 














 down. However, 
the  average 
person  only 
seemed  to 
last
 for two 
to three songs, 
considering each 
song lasted for a good 10 
minutes. 
They play Top 
40 music, with 
Tom  
Gulligian  from radio 
station  KWSS 
as the 
disc  jockey. 
The constant




was  a little too 





 many people 
who en-
joyed
 it. The crowd 





one  has to expect 
from
 a 18 
and older club. 
The Library 
is in the 
process
 
of getting a restricted 
liquor  li-
cense. When the 
license is issued, 
the 
club  won't be able 
to sell alco-
hol without
 serving food. 
As of 
right now, the 
Library  isn't plan-
ning  to serve food when 
people  are 
dancing, 
people  who enjoy drink-
ing and dancing are 
out of luck. 
But,  if you enjoy dancing 
and 
like having a 
casual time, you 
might want to see
 the place for 
yourself.
 And for all you 
veterans;  
yes, there was 
a disco ball rotating 












enjoy  the 






















DICE is a 




 to play -4  
:contains
 9-3/4" 
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Monday  Night Football 




$ 1 .50 
Every Thursday
 after 9:30pm 
87 N. 















 you down 
the very instant you walk in the 
door. Unnerved, 
you  clop past 
Joan Crawford, Clark Gable and 
Bogey, all dangling cigarettes be-
tween their fingers,
 and into the 
hall, where Pablo Picasso eyes 
you, wondering 
how you'd look in 
cubes. 
Safe in the next room, George 
Bernard Shaw looks
 wistfully over 
and 
smiles.  Charles 
de Gualle 
stands 
pompously  in the 
corner,  
while Albert 













setting  for 



































famous  and 
infamous  peo-
ple 





 is the por-












 a world 
class  photogra-
pher. 




































































traits, you have to see them for 
yourself. 
The portraits
 are arranged 
in 
three
 rooms in groups 
of subject. 
Movie stars 







major figures in their 
fields, and 
I was constantly doing 
double  takes as I walked up to 
each 
new portrait. Pablo Picasso? I'd 
never seena picture of him 
before.  
Joan
 Miro, the abstract
 expressio-
nist, either. 
Georgia O'Keefe or 
Jacob 
Epstein's  mugs never
 
graced my art 
history books, just 
their art work. Educational. 






Cousteau  brushing shoul-
ders with Einstein; 
a dance wall 
with Martha 
Grahm and Rudolf 
Nureyev:
 a literary
 wall with 
Steinbeck, 
Hemingway,  HG 
Wells and Somerset Maugham : 
and the list 
goes
 on. Christian 
Dior, Boris










there,  as well as 
the
 patron 
saint of journalism 
himself,  Ed-
ward 
R. Morrow. Is there
 anybody 




 is too 














 lies in 
wait 









 I urge 
everyone













27 and is 
located 














 to 6 
p.m  
Thursday;

































Pay for one meal 
and receive 
2nd meal 112 price 









Poetry readings with Ishmael 
Reed and Victor Hernandez will be 
held at 8 p.m.
 tomorrow at Up-
stairs at Eulipia. 
Tickets  are $5 
general. 
The movie "Lust in the Dust," 
will play at 7 and 10 p.m. Wednes-
day. Oct. 16 at Morris Dailey Audi-
torium. The event is funded by As-
sociated Students Program Board 
and admission is $2. 
Join the Turkish Folklore and
 
Tourism 
Club to learn folkloric 
dances from 6 to 8 p.m. evcry Fri-
day in the Women's Gym. 
, 
CALENDAR 
Submit  art, 


















Nakazuri: Japanese Transit 
Poster Exhibition continues in the 
Art 
Galleries.  The Gallery hours 







two  main 
galleries








 by guest artists 
from 5 to 6 
p.m.
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70
 













 Wed  
Sat  
9p.m
 .  1 
:30a.m 
. 
$3.00 
Cover: 
Wed
-Sat
 
Dress  
Code
 
Enforced
 
THE
 LIBRARY
 
384 
S. SECOND
 ST 
280-5565
 
